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Elections board
to pursue the
purchase of
new machines
By TOM BERRY
Staff Wriler
The Calloway County Board
of Elections will soon post
solicitations for bids on the purchase of new, state-of-the-art
voting machines that would
make balloting easier and faster
November 2..
During a meeting of the board
Tuesday morning at the
Calloway County clerk's office,
Board menibers Dottie Lyons.
Dave Foley and Chief Sheriff's
Deputy Clayton Hendricks
cussed proceeding with getting
state approval to post requests
for bids from companies across
the U.S. A federal grant will be
used to purchase 28 new
machines from the company
awarded the business at a cost
of about $4,000 each. Older
equipment in use for about 20
years will be phased out.
Most counties in Kentucky
have moved to using new
paper-ballot scanning equipment that tallies votes electronically'. but also produce a better
"paper trail- that can be used to
verify electronic voting results
and ensure an accurate as well
as a faster and mire efficient.
However the clerk's office
will have to purchase three
more machines at a cost of
about $12.000 to cover all the
county's 31 precincts. When
the request for a federal grant
was applied for to pay for the
machines, there were only 28
precincts in Calloway County.

•See Page 3A
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Daily Forecast
By The Associated Press
Wednesday...Partly sunny
with a 20 percent chance of
showers and thunderstorms.
Highs in the mid 90s.
Southwest winds wound 5
mph.
Wednesday night...Partly
cloudy with a 20 percent
chance of showers and thunderstorms_ Lows in the mid 70s.
Thursday...Partly sunny witii
a 30 percent chance of showers
and thunderstorms. Highs in the
lower 90s.
night.. Partly
Thursday
cloudy with a 30 percent
chance of showers. Lows in the
lower 70s.
Friday.. Partly sunny with a
30 percent chance of showers
and thunderstorms. Highs in the
lower 90s.
Friday night...Partty cloudy
with a 20 percent chance of
showers and thunderstorms.
Lows in the lower 70s.
Saturday...Partly sunny with
a 30 percent chance of showers
and thunderstorms. Highs in the
lower 90s.
night...Partly
Saturday
cloudy. A 20 percent chance of
showers and thunderstorms.
Lows in the lower 70s.
Sunday _Partly cloudy. A 20
percent chance of showers and
thunderstorms. Highs in the
lower 90s.
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KYSER LOUGH Ledger & Times
Deck work on the U.S. 68/KY 80 Eggner's Ferry Bridge into Land Between the Lakes
began this week. and bridge traffic has been restricted to one lane for the duration of
the project. Pictured above and at top nght, workers remove concrete from the bridge in
preparation for full depth deck repairs and the installation of a deck overlay. Bottom
rioht, despite the 7.5 ft. travel width on the bridge and a long suggested detour for large
trucks, many drivers chose to attempt a safe crossing over the bridge anyway. The
restrictions will apply around the clock, it was reported. The work is expected to take
less than 60 calendar days.

Playhouse
volunteers
crucial to
existence
By HAWKINS TEAGUE
Staff Writer
layhouse in the Park
couldn't
function
without plenty of
willing volunteers, and its
leaders say that's never been
more evident than in the last
couple of week.s during their
summer youth camp.
executive
Playhouse's
director, Lisa Cope, said this
year's camp has 33 volunteers overseeing 80 children,
which is dte largest group
the camp has ever hosted.
This is the seventh year for
the camp. in which the
attending children perform a
musical and participate in a
variety of activities that tie
in with the show. Cope said
the volunteers are a mixture
of people who have starred
in or volunteered to help
with various Playhouse
shows in the past and some
who have never volunteered
before. She arid the camp's
other
director,
Holly
Bloodworth, said they are
very pleased with the quality
of this year's volunteers and
that they bring with them a
great number of valuable
skills, such as teaching,
musical talent, visual artistic
experience and more.
Cope said some called her

p

•See Page 3A

MCCH CEO search process continues
Endowment committee hears
update on Hospice house
By KYSEIR LOUGH
Staff Wnter
The search process for the
next CEO of MurrayCalloway County Hospital is
underway, with the hopes of
having a successor to Keith
Bailey in place before his

November retirement.
Sandra Parks, MCCH board
chair. said the position has
been advertised and the board
has received around 90 applications. In addition. the search
committee is talking with several search firms on the possi-
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tool for the hospital. Parks
said. Offering a completed
major expansion instead ofjusi
the dreams for one will be
appealing to applicants, she
said.
Whichever way the committee chooses to go in terms of
search efforts, the goal is to
find a quality candidate as
quickly as possible to preserve

See Page 2A

St. Leo breaks
ground on new
$1.814 project
now underway

KYSER LOUGH / Ledger & Times
A groundbreaking ceremony was held Tuesday to officially kick off the renovation of St.
Leo Catholic Church in Murray. Picture, from lett. are John Mitchell, chair of the building
committee, the Rev. Jason McClure, pastor of the church, Claire Resig, parishoner, John
Resig, panshoner, the Most Rev. William Medley, bishop of the Diocese of Owensboro,
and John Clark, preSident of Clark Construction.

INDEX
Two Sections - 16 Pages

bility of using them to help
recruit candidztes.
"We want to have the position filled before Nov. 3
(Bailey's retirement date). but
we realize that it's not a realistic timeline if we use a search
firm. We would have to have
an interim CEO in that case,"
Parks said.
The newly-completed South
Tower expansion project may
serve as a strong recruiting

Has partnered with AAA to offer you auto and home
insurance including discounts for members.

By HYSER LOUGH
Staff Wnter
The expansion and renovation of St. Leo Catholic Church
is officially underway after a
groundbreaking ceremony was
held last night.
The projected $1.8 million
project has been in the works
since early 2004, according to
John Mitchell, chaimian of the
building committee. A need4
assessment survey showed the
church needed to expand but
parishioners like the North i 2t4
Street location of the existin
facility.
"We literally spent thre
years coming up with a plarl
that would fit on this propertl
... we are now underway on 3

II See Page 2A
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Soldier shooting
suspect says other
attacks failed

Kentucky

News in Bnef

to spei

LITTLE ROCK. Ark. (AP)
Ihe man charged with
killing one soldier and wounding another outside a Little
Rock recruiting center says he
tried and failed to can-y out
other attacks.
Thc claim by Abdulhakiin
Milk
ad is in a retwt filed
Tuesday by a state doctor who
examined Muhammad and says
he's fit to stand trial.
Mc report says Muhammad
claims to have tried to firebomb
the home of an unidentified
rabbi in Nashville. Tenn. It also
says he claims to have targeted
all Army recruiting center in
KYSER LOUGH / Ledger Times
Florence. Ky.. but it was closed
The Murray-Calloway County Hospital Residential Hospice House is to be built on a
10-acre
when he arrived.
plot of land south of Glendale Road in Murray. Pictured is the south end of
Bagwell Drive,
Muhammad is charged with
which will be extended west to the entrance of the planned facility.
capital murder, attempted capital murder and 11 other counts
for the June I, 2009, shooting
outside a west Little Rock
tallied. Travis said they will
From Front
recruiting center. His attorney
have a much better picture on
didn't comment on the report.
the flow of operation at MCCH.
how close the endowment is to
"We're doing it as quick as we
funding the project. He currentcan but at the same time we
FORT KNOX, Ky.(AP) -want to make sure we get the ly has a request in with Sen. Jim
A lighting strike at a U.S. Army
right fit for our hospital," Parks Bunning's oflice for a grant that
may add close to SI million to
post has injured two cadets.
said.
R ING MURRAY
In other MCCH news, Keith the fund.
WAVE-TV in Louisville
un:imded Hours. No Contracts'
Travis, vice president of instituThe Hospice house will be
quoted Fort Knox spokestional development, presented located on a 10-acre tract of
woman Anne Torphy who said
an update on the Residential land in the southeast comer of a female cadet was taken
by air
Hospice
House
to
the Murray, south of Glendale
• FREE 24t7 Teclinical !support
ambulance to University of
Endowment
• ,•
Advisory Road. It will require an extenFaeasagen Reap yOL•bu0Cy lest.
Louisville Hospital after the
• e.rbor 110d,SfeS vele Wexner
Committee. The drawings for
sion of Bagwell Drive, which
• Ato— Stan Pale • eeel *NON,. more'
incident at about 3 p.m. on
the building will be sent to the
41,
:ooriesr
currently dead-ends onto the
Tuesday and was in critical
printers this Friday and avail( Surf(IP to 2Sifasted
land.
condition.
able for bidders to pick up on
—
mom
The committee also heard varAnother cadet, who was
Monday. Aug. 2. Pre-bids will
Sign Up Onlone' enrol Local/441.cm
nearby, was not struck directly,
be on Friday. Aug. 6. at 2 p.m. ious changes in donor policies
Coi Today & Save'
and final bids are due by I I a.m. that will go before the hospital
but was injured. She was being
LocalNet
on Monday, Aug. 16.
board for approval at a later
treated at the Ireland Army
Reliabte Intei nal Pg.
Since 1994
After bids are collected and date.
Hospital on the post.

11 MCCH CEO search...

More thunderstorms coming, Berea soaked

$9.95.41*

Town Crier

Dr. Emily Gupton
The Physicians and Staff of Primary Care Medical Center are proud to announce
the addition of Dr. Emily Gupton to the practice She is a Family Practitioner and will
begin seeing patients in our office at the corner of 12th Street ond Glendale Road on
August 2, 2010.
Dr. Gupton is a graduate of the Murray State University ond the Nova Southeastern
University College of Osteopathic Medicine. She completed her residency in Family
Medicine ot the University of Louisville.

NOTICE
•
KET's
WKMU-TV,
Murray/Mayfield, transmitter
tower is scheduled for maintenance
beginning
Wednesday.. July 28. The
maintenance work, which will
result in intermittent outages,
will affect broadcasts only for
those served by this transmitter in the Murray and
Mayfield viewing area. The
NOAA weather radio on this
tower may be simiiarly affected. according to Amanda
Dawahare,
KET
Communications Asst.
KET anticipates maintenance to be completed within
two weeks, weather permitting; however, the bulk of
work that will affect broadcasts should be finished
early in the project.
• To report a Town Crier
item call 753-1916.

Dozens of coal backers attend open house.
HAZARD, Ky.(AP) — Dozens of Kentucky coal industry supporters are giving federal officials an earful during an open house
on an Obama administration proposal that would tighten water
quaiity standards for surface mines in Appalachia.
The U.S. Office of Surface Mining set aside six hours for the
open house Monday afternoon and evening at Hazard Community
College. Two hours in, more than 80 people had stopped by: —
most of them coal workers and their supporters.
Some argued the new rules governing how to better protect
streams would effectively eliminate the practice of mountaintop
mining, eliminating countless jobs in the impoverished region

From Front
very exciting story," Mitchell
said during the ceremony.
The expansion will engulf the
current building and use it as
part of the final. larger church.
The worship space seating
capacity will rise from 300 to
530, all spaces will be fully
handicapped accessible and a
gathering space, restrooms and
a Blessed Sacrament Chapel
will be added. Mitchell added
that the completed church exterior will better communicate
that the building is a place of
worship.
According to Mitchell. the
original St. Leo Catholic
Church was constructed in 1943
and remains on site as a parish
office. The current church and
rectory was built in 1963. The
rectory has been tom down to
make room for the expansion
and nearby property has been
purchased to serve as the new
rectory.
In attendance at the ceremony
was the Most Rev. William

Medley, bishop of the Diocese
of Owensboro. Currently.
S800,000 has been raised for the
construction and the Diocese of
Owensboro is loaning St. Leo
the balance.
"It pleases me when a community comes together and has outgrown their worship space. It's a
good problem to have. (The
$800.000 raised) speaks volumes ... it's a statement of faith
and don't ever lose sight of
that." Medley said.
Rev. Jason McClure, pastor of
the church, also spoke to the
gathered crowd and thanked all
of the supporters for making the
project happen. He said it's not
easy to come into a church that
is already undergoing a building
campaign but the committees
have made it very easy.
After offering a prayer.
Medley. took the crowd outside
to formally break ground on the
expansion project and offer a
blessing.

2010 MSU rigEner• y Field Da

Dr Gupton is the daughter of Dr. Noel Thomas
ond Linda Thomas ond daughter in low of Mr.
Joe & Mrs. Ann Gupton

Thursday, August 5 2010

Primary OP
Care
MEDICAL CENTER

MSU Pullen Farm Arboretum•1715 W. Main St.•Murray, KY
Featured Speakers include:

•

Topics of Discussion:

Saturday:
8am - bpm

• Update on the current state of Agri-Energy Initiatives
• Future opportunities for new crops
• Funding opportunities for producers/companies
• Agriculture & Agri-Energy exhibits

Sunday:
1 - 6pm

Free Admission•Free Meal at 12:30 pm
Program starts at 1:30 pm
For more information/RSVP call (270) 809-3327
School ol Agrultivo
1•••

The 2010 MSU Agri-Entry& Field Day Is
thefollowing organi:ationt. Kentucky
$<.4.•
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• Roger Thomas, Executive Director
Governor's Office ofAgricultural Policy
• Frank Moore, Director of Biofuels
• Pete Nelson, Memphis Bioworks
• Dr. Len Peters, Secretary Kentucky
Energy and Environment Cabinet

• •

Mon - Fri:
8am - 8pm
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LOUISVILLE, Ky.(AP) --- A commtuee formed to promote the
I()Oth anniversary of the Belle of Louisville wants to put the historic steamboat on a postage stamp.
The Courier-Journal reports that the 24-member Belle of
Louisville Centennial Committee wants a first class stamp to
honor the Belle.
The Belle was launched on Oct. 18. 1914. as the Idlewild and
was later renamed the Avalon. When it was purchased by Jefferson
County government in 1962 for S34,000, it was named the Belle
of Louisville.
U.S. Postal Service spokesman Roy Betts says they receive
50.000 requests or proposals a year for subjects of commemorative stamps.

•St. Leo breaks ground...

759-2575
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Belle committee wants steamboat stamp

2 Army cadets
injured in Fort
Knox lightning hit

Internet

ehvao

BEREA. Ky. AI'
A ,tr,,ng thunderstorm chance is predicted
statewide for Kentucky as Berea residents recover from flash
flooding.
There were two rescues from vehicles caught by street flooding
in Berea on Tuesday, one of them involving two adults and two
children.
The Lexington Herald-Leader quoted National Weather Service
meteorologist Tom Reaugh who said the Berea area got 3-5 inches
of rain and it fell in about an hour's time.
Madison County Deputy Emergency Management Director
Michael Bryant said no injuries were reported. but about a halt
dozen residents reported flooded basements.
Some roads were closed temporarily, bui all were reopened by
Tuesday night.
The Weather Service said thunderstorms are likely Wednesday
and Thursday across Kentucky.
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II Playhouse... •Elections board to pursue the purchase of new
machines...
From Front
From

interlace well with the mayor in Hazel oi
Front
one ot
Course). said all ‘andiclates those that want to update regis,:ounty's existing e-slate and Hazel City Council positions. as facing opposition
to specilv:ally volunteer tor the
in the upcom- tration to do so. Any voter not
However there are now 31. other computer software syswell as two positions on the ing Nov. 2 General Election are registered by the deadline
camp, and others said they were
will
additional precincts were added tems.
Calloway County Schools board asked to gather in the Jerk's not he allowed to
happy to help when she asked. to comply with state
vote in
law and
In other action. Coursey also of education and three positions office at
2 p.m. on 'Thursday. November. For more intormaVolunteer coordinator Fran
help make voting faster and eas- announced that 4 p.m. on
on the Murray Independent Aug. 12, to draw for ballot posi- non about voter registration
Miller said that keeping track of ier in precincts
and
with a large Tuesday. Aug 10. is the dead- Board of Education.
tions. Murray City Council can- candidate filing deadline, conall the people who have volunnumber of voters.
line for Independent candidates
Apparently there has been didates are reminded that a sec- tact the clerk's office at
teered at Playhouse has been a
753C'ounty. Clerk Ray Coursey Jr. that tiled statement of intent some
interest by' new candidates ond drawing must take place for 3913.
challenge over the years, but the said the board will make
every paperwork earlier this year to as well as incumbents for
the ballet
positions
for
the
organization is now working effort to require that the winning
get their required petitions positions. it was reported.
November General Election
harder to keep a reliable catabid be awarded to a company turned in if they want to appear
"There has been some interest, among 24 registered candidates.
logue of past volunteers so they
Read the
that can supply machinery that on the November ballot. Aug. 10 but whether or
not they follow
Also, 4 p.m. Monday,(kt. 4,
can easily be reached when they
Classifieds Daily
will need minimum of setup. is also the filing deadline for through with a I don't
know." is the deadline for voters that
are needed. She said most peocalibration and maintenance and anyone wantim• to run for Coursey said.
have not registered to vote
ple who volunteer at Playhouse
end up coming back.
"Once you're part of this theater. it's just like family," she
said. "Once you don't see them.
you start to miss them."
Logan English, 15, is a
Playhouse veteran. He said he
began acting in shows when he
was in second grade and it wasn't long before he began workPrices valid 7/28/10 - 8/1/1U unless otherwise noted
ing on the technical aspects. He
White supplies last See store for details
said he started doing this when
there were adult shows without
a part for him, and he has since
become proficient in most tech
•INOWAPat
work. He said he participated in
the camp - which is for children
ages 6-12 - for three years when
he was younger and began volunteering as staff right after he
had become too old for the
carap.
"It's been fun to see the kids
evolve as actors." he said.
Caroline Weiland, 21, said
this was her first year helping
out with the camp and she
became involved after starring
in "Seussicals The Musical" earlier this year. She said she had
similar experience helping her
mother at the community theater in her hometown of
priced $227 or more 'before taxes) Otter •alid
Columbus, Ind., and that she is
7(28:10 - 8,2,10 Discount taicen at regrster
a music education major at
Not valid on previdis sales. installation a-s7,
Murray State University, so the
de•yers tees extended pi-ore-non plans
laundry pedestals See store 'or detals
camp is good work experience
Somc items may be available n 7 days ar
for her as well as being fun.
less v..3 Special Order Express
Bloodworth's daughter, Alix,
17, has been helping with the
camp for five years and this is
MAIL-IN
her second year doing choreogREBATE
raphy'. While she said it takes a
great deal of patience to teach
Valspa& Signature Colors
Interior Satin Finish Paipt
young children different dances,
•Excephonal color accuiaty
she loves sharing her love of
everyday low price
aod resutts *Ultimate hiehng
dance with them. This is also
_ $5
formula for tamer. easier
Pric'e Pfister
mail-in rebate
the second year Amy Brown has
appl,cation *More durable
ADVANC
ED
been in charge of music. Brown
wah superior fade res,stance
NEVOLOWER PRICE!
atter
COLOR SYSTEM
*72476.242344
said she was involved with
Tail -in
now
Playhouse in high schot.)I and
rebate
j.0e-Oy-Stde COMPartS0r1S were made by ce,
was
while attending MSU. Now that
/ competitor ana the Valspa
,
Signature Colo,s
$89
$96
COOf standard ana alai:ovine each pant at its manufacturer s
she is a teacher at Murray
Tuscan Bronze Bath Faucet
recommended ..h,c•,
PS5
Middle School, she said she
cenTerset •Litetirne Irri,Ve0 warranty #30956:
FAcrudes ms•nts
gets to meet a lot of local chillaminate
vinyl
dren before they even enter her
tile
class.
Tova Shinall is acting as
dialect coach for the children
who are cast as characters with
accents in this year's show,
''Willy Wonka Kids." a shortened version of "Willy Wonka
Per
SQ. ft
and the Chocolate Factory." She
now
6" x 36" Exquisite
said the accents include
per
Gunstock Vinyl Plank
sq
ft
English, German and Southern.
•GuickConnect iloating
per 54
Ciassic Oak
While some the children
plank floor ri18920
Laminate Flooring
was
984
laughed at the prospect of hav•10-year warranty •Easy to
Also available ,n Fusion
12" x 12" Caribbean
ing to learn a Southern accent,
instak *320958
Chestnut (09775) and
Slate Ceramic Tile
Shinall stressed to them that she
Classic Chestnut 4327268
was not talking about western
Kentucky Southern, but "Paula
KOBALT
Ci'COBALT
Dean Southern," referring to the
Georgia-bom author and Food
g
d
Network host. Shtnall said she
LEVOLOR
has been involved in theater in
some capacity for 45 years.
Pam Rockwell has a daughter,
k 1
LOWIER
Hannah. who has Down
PRICE!
1-1=1
NEW LOW.V.R PRICE!
NEVVLOINR.R PRICE!
Syndrome and has been coming
now
now
to the camp for several years.
' now
now
Rocky:ell is a licensed clinical
was
was
$998
$4462
$
6996 sw
791
s1998
counselor and, through a con$499
s9"
52" Springfield Ceiling Fan
was
$4697
Custom Sae Now
3-Piece Retractable Utility 4-in-1 Lighted Aluminum
option
sumer-directed
of
*Available dl brushed nickel, black
In-stock blinds &
35'W x 64"L White
with 100-Pack Blades
Muiti-Bit Screwdriver
Medicaid works as Hannah's
aged bronze finish and while tinisr.
shades cut for free
Faux Wood Blind
•sort. ,,,,,,tortanir, non- sot,
•
;,,gt1 ,ntenst'y
life skills coach. She said kids
*294978.294979294984 l94976
while you shop
'
,lanctle
El. t,t,ihs 12313001 artie straws ast
with Down syndrome need lots
of support and attention, and
since her job is to provide that
support. she is able to spend
time with Hannah at the camp
while also helping to work on
the sets.
ALL ANNUALS
"Before I had Hannah, I was a
4
7 1011.151.
studio artist, so I'm back in my
SPE.CIALVALUEI
element," she said.
now
volunteer
any
for
To
now
Playhouse in the Park activity,
S1998 was
S248 was
Solar Path L .uht
$2398
call 7591752. e-mail plays29" each
•Easy to inst
5/8 x 50 Soft and
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Details on our policies and services: Prices may Yary atter 8,1'10 it were are market variations
-Was- prices in this Advertisement were ifs effect on 7,21 10 and
may vary based on owe's Everyday Low Price policy See store for details regarding product
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teachers
with
Jen
Lacey.
a
Kentucky
Teacher of
the
Year
from Heath
Middle
School. Her
rapid-fire
style
and
animated
techniques Main Street
included By Constance
Alexander
foolproof
vocabulary Ledger & Times
Columnist
building and
something
called WOW
homework that integrates grammar, spelling, critical thinking
and writing using eight simple
rules. High school teachers benefited from the wisdom of Reidland's Jamon McElrath, and
Melissa Quertermous, from
Crittenden County.
Carol Withrow, Paducah, and
Sherri Bazzell, Murray, led
activities associated with elementary school writers. Participants were asked to do writing of their own, and discussions were give and take. Everyone received dvds entitled "A
Literacy Toolkit," and -ODW
Writing Resources" so they
could take what they learned
back to their classrooms.
Part of the National Writing Project. The Purchase Area
Writing Project(PAWP) is dedicated to helping primary and
secondary school teachers build
student success in writing. The
focus is on writing in all subject areas, which is why last
week's workshop included a
chemistry teacher from Calloway County and others who
teach history, math and science. Good writing is a must
in every content area.
Throughout the year, PAWP
hosts a number of Professional Development activities and
also partners with other groups
dedicated to literacy. such as
Murray State University's annual Shakespeare Festival. PAWP
also finds creative ways to publish students' work. In 2009,
"Icy Tales" included student
writings about the ice storm.
This year's anthology, "Dare
to Dream" features writings
that inspire, amuse and give
voice to scores of young people's hopes and goals.
For more information about
the Purchase Area Writing Project,
log
on
to
http://campus.murraystate.edu/P
AWP/. Read Main Street online
at www.murrayledgercom. Contact the columnist directly at
constancealexander@ newwave
comm.net.

OUR READERS
WRITE
To the editor
I wish everyone in town
would take the time to drive
down Gibbs Store Road.

It's the biggest mess I've
ever seen.
Bill Holt
Murray, Ky.
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Writing workshop
gives aid to teachers
I have to bite my tongue
when the topic of teaching
comes up because I am always
surprised (and appalled) at how
many people who have never
taught blithely announce that
teaching is an "easy" job with
"all those vacations."
As if a career in education
were a cushy gig where all
you do is show' up. distribute
a couple of textbooks. chum
out a year's worth of worksheets and homework assignments, and grade the occasional test.
Instead of responding to
teacher bashers by curling my
lip and sneering, "Oh really?"
with a tone of barely' concealed
contempt, I am writing this
column.
I wish those who think that
good teaching is merely an exercise in bullying students with
the mantra. "Siddown. shuddup and speak when you're
spoken to" at the beginning of
every class could have attended the Purchase Area Writing
Project's workshop last week.
They would have encountered
about fifty dedicated teachers
from elementary, middle and
high schools in the region, who
gat e up a day at the end of
the summer break to learn more
about On-Demand Writing
IODW).
ODW is writing in response
to a prompt or question that
Must be completed in a set
amount of time. Though the
acronym is kind of trendy, the
concept is not a new one. Standardized tests such as the SAT,
ACT' and Advanced Placement
require these off-the-cuff writings. The writer must think
fast, organize ideas effectively, and observe conunon rules
of spelling, grammar and usage.
Teachers get gray hair working with kids on ODW. Students often gripe about writing and think, because they
completed one assignment, they
should not be asked to write
again.
They act as if teachers stayed
up late at night thinking of
ways to torture them. Years later,
however, recalcitrant writers
come back to school to thank
exacting teachers for making
sure they learned how to write
well.
Last week's Purchase Area
Writing Project (PAWP) workshop was conducted by practitioners from the region who
continue to fight the ODW
wars using every weapon available. They shared lesson plans,
swapped teaching strategies.
suggested Websites and other
sources of good ideas. I sat
in on a session for middle school
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More participators, not spectators, please
It is a teacher's delight when
students actively participate in
a class. Students participate
by reading—actually reading—
assigned texts. by keeping up
with writing assignments, and
by chiming in during class discussions.
Oh, the joy of a dynamic
class session when students are
really engaged, when they
actively participate in the learning process. At such times.
real learning takes place.
Garrison Keillor told the
story of how the residents of
Lake Wobegon, Minnesota celebrated Flag Day in a unique
way. You are familiar with
Lake Wobegon. I hope. where
"all the women are strong. all
the men are good looking. and
all the children are above average."
Keillor's Lake Wobegon is
filled with unforgettable characters and with everyday' happenings that are just as unforgettable. I remember the story
of this one particular Flag Day
when the town fathers got
together and decided to order
red, white. and blue baseball
caps, just the right number for

the few hundreds of Lake Wobegon citizens. Everyone had a
cap.
The idea was to create. when
viewed from above, a human
American flag on Main Street.
You know, red caps for the
red stripes in the flag, white
caps for the white stripes and
stars, and blue caps for the
blue background.
The cap orders were made.
and on that memorable Flag Day
all of Lake Wobegon—women.
men. children—came out to
participate in the big event. It
took an hour or two to get
the folks organized.
Just the right number of red.
white, and blue caps were
passed out, and organizers line
everyone up. On a given signal. Lake Wobegoneans placed
the caps on bald, gray, brown.
black. red, and blond heads.
And there they were. They
had created, in all its glory, a
human American flag.
What a sight! They stood
there at attention. all grinning,
eyes shifting from side to side.
But then the grins turned quizziCal. There they stood, but one
by one. they began to realize

that because
and a kneeling flag. Suddeneveryone in
ly. exhausted and frustrated,
Lake Wobeone whole corner of the flag
gon made up
broke away in a sprint to try
part of the
to get a glimpse of the specflag. no one
tacle before it fell apart comwas there to
pletely.
see
the
When that happened, of
thing. Murcourse, the flag disintegrated.
muring resiKeillor explained that the flag
dents soon
disintegrated, fell apart, when
produced a Home and
Lake Wobegon's residents
plan.
stopped being participants, and,
Away
One or
instead. became mere spectaBy James
two at a time Duane Bolin
tors. As mere spectators, the
would leave Ledger & 'Times flag disintegrated before their
the human
eyes.
Columnist
flag, walk up
I haven't had a class disthe steps of the courthouse and integrate completely yet, but I
onto the roof. so as to view do know that the teaching/learnthe masterpiece. And so they ing endeavor is far less sucbegan.
cessful when my students
The slow procession away' choose to be mere spectators
from the flag continued, up rather than active participants.
the courthouse stairs. out onto
Only when they participate
the rttof for an admiring perus- fully do they really learn. And
al of the scene below. and then only then is the class a success.
the slow climb back down.
But the scene below on
Duane Bolin teaches in the
Main Street began to change: Department of History at Murthe vision of the flag blurred. ray State University. Contact
As the minutes and indeed the him at duane.bolin@murhours passed. the human Amer- raystate.edu
ican flag became a sitting flag

A

Spy swap shows U.S., Russia can get along
WASHINGTON (AP)— The
ing to observe some kind of
U.S.-Russia spy swap, a retro
parity."
espionage drama with no equal
Amnesty International, one
By ROBERT BURNS
in the post-Soviet era, proof the groups which had pushed
duced no obvious winner.
for his release, said that the
"We exchanged inept or swap had robbed Sutyagin of
But Moscow and Washing- a confession as a Russian conton did manage to turn a mess dition for his release. And Toner sleeper spies for what appear a chance to clear his name.
into a message: Old-school asserted that the speed of the to be victims of(Russian) politJonathan Eyal, a Russia
intrigue aside, both countries deal showed progress in U.S.- ical repression." Aron said.
expert at London's Royal UnitIn his view, the exchange ed Services Institute, said
can find ways to cooperate. . Russian relations.
"It was done a lot more was a "face-saving device" for Moscow was the loser.
The matter was brought to
a swift conclusion before it quickly than ever before," he the U.S., which acknowledged
The 10 individuals deportcould complicate President said, alluding to Cold War-era that there was no national secu- ed by' the U.S. are espionage
Barack Obama's campaign to spy swaps. In assessing the rity benefit to keeping the 10 "nobodies," and "retro-spy ama"reset" relations with Russia. outcome of this extraordinary behind bars.
teurs," Eyal said.
It could be argued that the
and both sides expressed sat- episode, David Smith. a forAn 11 th person charged in
mer U.S. arms control nego- arrangement favored Moscow. the case is a fugitive after
isfaction.
Still, the episode evoked tiator, said . "The winners here since it was spared further jumping bail in Cyprus.
images of deception and sus- are the guys we got out of embarrassment over the exploits
Oleg Gordievsky. a former
the gulag" in Russia.
of the 10 while washing its senior KGB agent who defectpicion from a darker period.
The four include Alexander hands of an inconvenient pris- ed to the West in 1985, saw
The deal meant a fresh start
and uncertain future in Russia Zaporozhsky, who may' have oner: Igor Suiyagin, an arms it similarly..
for 10 deep-cover agents who exposed information leading to control researcher who in 2004
tie said that the four men
were arrested June 27 and the capture of Robert Hanssen was jailed on charges of pass- relezised by' Moscow were far
deported after pleading guilty and Aldrich Ames, two of the ing information to the CIA.
more significant figures than
Suiyagin has long protested the 10 men and women expelled
to conspiracy to act as unreg- most damaging spies ever
caught in the U.S.
his innocence. insisting the from the United States, sinistered foreign agents.
"Second prize goes to the information he gathered while gling out Zaporozhsky. the forThey were not charged with
spying, and it's not clear that gang who couldn't shoot at the U.S.A. and Canada Insti- mer colonel in the Russian Forin a decade or so of burrow- straight." Smith said. referring tute was available from open eign Intelligence Service who
ing into American society they to the 10 deep-cover agents SOUR:CS.
may have helped expose spies
Russia
watchers
have Hanssen and Ames.
actually compromised any U.S. who were equipped with invisible ink and other spy' gad- described the case as a part
secrets.
Zaporozhsky "was a hero to
The four Russians, three for- getry in search of inside dope of campaign by the Kremlin the CIA." Gordievsky said in
on
U.S.
foreign
policy
and
to
cow the nation's academics. a
mer intelligence officers and one
telephone
interview.
think tank arms expert. who other topics but apparently and Sulyagin's cause has been Zaporozhsky retired from Russwere swapped for the 10 were never managed to steal a sin- championed by Russian anti ian intelligence in 1997 and
international human rights cam- settled in the United States,
sprung from jail and flown to gle secret.
Smith is a senior fellow at paigners.
the West.
but he was lured back to Rus"Obviously. the Russians sia and arrested in 2001. He
But their inclusion in the the Potomac Institute for Polhave got a better deal," said was convicted of espionage and
deal leaves the impression that icy Studies.
Leon Aron. the top Russia former
Soviet
dissident sentenced in 2()03 to 18 years
they were American secret
policy expert at the American Vladimir Bukovsky. who was in prison.
agents all along.
Mark Toner, a State Depart- Enterprise Institute, a think tank. one half of an East-West pris"The Americans felt a deep
ment spokesman, said the U.S. sees it differently . a "moral- oner swap in 1976.
regret that they didn't warn
"This is already an unequal him against this, so they wantdoes not acknowledge the espi- ly messy" swap that tacitly valonage charges against the four idates Moscow's case against the exchange. Usually' in this kind ed to rescue him." Gordievsky
of the deal both sides are trv- said.
Russians, each of whom signed four.
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Arizona prepares to jail illegal immigrants

Obituaries
Johnny Blanton
ayledgencom
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Johnny Blanton. 62. of Murray. died at 2 p.m. on Sunday. July 25.
2010 a: St. Mary Hospital in Centralia. III.
Born Feb. 5, 1948 in Calloway County. he was
preceded in death by. his parents, Luke Blanton Sr.
and Virginia Stubblefield Blanton. He was a member
of St. John Missionary Baptist Church where he
served as a d:acon until his health failed him. He was
an employee of Taylor Bus Sales for many year, and
U.S. Anny veteran serving three terms in Germany.
Fle was also preceded in death by three sisters; Ruth Eileen
Patrick, Gladys Allen and Virginia "Cookie- Milliken; two brothers.
Luther Virgina
Manton and Luke Blanton Jr.
He is survived by his wife. Francine Walker Blanton to whom he
married May 31. 1969; one daughter. Franshawn Blanton. Murray;
one son, Johnny Blanton Jr.. Murray; three sisters, Jorine Kenley
and her husband, James Larry. of Murray, Jennie Sue Be[vet of
Fayetteville, N.C., and Mammie Foster of Murray. He is also survived by three brothers: Minister Eugene Blanton and his wife.
Vernita., Charles Blanton and Lemuel Blanton. all of Murray: eight
grandchildren. Cedric Cherry, Jayion Blanton. Jade Blanton. Isaiah
Blanton, Ra'Vichael Strickland. Aaliscia Strickland, Jaden Blanton
and Clayton Smith Blanton; four brothers in law. three sisters in law.
and Tommie D. Taylor of Murray. a special friend.
Funeral services are scheduled for 2 p.m. Saturday at BlalockColeman and York Funeral Home with Pastor Clarence Newton anti
Pastor Ronald Kendrick officiating. Burial will follow' in Murray
City Cemetery. Visitation is scheduled after 11 a.m. on Saturday' at
the funeral home. Pallbearers will be Steve Tharpe. Richard Dillard.
Greg Jackson. Ordrain Perry. Andrea Perry. and Lewis Perry.
Honorary pallbearers will be his nephews and great nephews. St.
Johns Missionary Baptist Church Mission Group ladies will serve as
flower ladies. Blalock-Coleman and York Funeral Home is in charge
of arrangements. Online condolences may be made to www.yorkfuneralhome.coni
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Cathy. Haney, 47, of Hardin, Ky. died at 6:43 p.m. Wednesday.
July 21. 2010 at Lourdes Hospital.
There will be no visitation or funeral service. Filbeck-Cann &
King Funeral Home and Crematory is handling the arrangements.
She is survived by her husband. Lemuel Lynn Haney Jr. of
Hardin. Ky.; one son. Larry Haney of Michigan; tour daughters.
Rebecca Walker of Benton, KY; Linda Scott. Dawn Haney. and
Melissa Middleton all of Nlichigan; 10 grandchildren; her mother,
Rachel Baker Middleton of Westland. MI; four sisters, Sherry
Thomsbury. Jennifer Middleton. Renee Davis and Regina Bopora:
and three brothers. Ricky Middleton. Jeff Middleton and Ralph
Middleton. She was preceded in death by her father. Ralph
Middleton.

Caves closed to
fight bat fungus
CHEYENNE, Wyo. i
southern U.S. and is spreading
Even Batman isn't immune from west. The agency said it took the
an eviction notice these days.
action to help prevent humans
The U.S. Forest Service said from inadvertently spreading the
Tuesday it was barring entry to disease. But thousands of people
caves on service-owned land in - professional and amateur Colorado. Wyoming. Nebraska. enjoy exploring the multitude of
Kansas anti South Dakota dark.
undergiound
damp
because of white-nose syn- crevices and caverns in the
drome, which has killed nearly a West. Many are chafing at the
million hats in the eastern and federal restrictions.

PliOLN 1 X Ai')
lbe sheriff of Arizona's most populous
county is making room in a vast
outdoor jail and determined to
round up illegal immigrants to
fill it.
Police from the U.S.-Mexico
border to the Grand Canyon are
getting last-minute training. And
protests and marches are
planned throughout Phoenix.
Anzona's new immigration
law takes effect Thursday, creating a potentially volatile mix of
police. illegal immigrants and
thousands of activists, many
planning to show up without
identification as a show of solidarity.
At least one group plans to
block access to federal offices.
daring officers to ask them their
immigration status.
"Our message for that day. is:
'Don't comply, don't buy."' said
activist Liz Hourican, whose
group, CodePink. plans to block
the driveway ffir immigration
offices in downtown Phoenix.
As both sides prepare. a federal judge is deciding whether to

step ill cilia
the law.
It requires officers enforcing
other laws to check
person's
immigration status it they suspect the person is in the country
illegally. It also bans illegal
immigrants from soliciting work
in a public place.
Police across the state scrambled on Tuesday to train officers. including on how to avoid
racial profiling, and plan for a
potential influx of detainees.
The hardest-line approakh is
expected in the Phoenix area.
where Maricopa County Sheriff
Joe Arpaio plans his 17th crime
and immigration sweep.
He plans to hold the sweep.
regardless of any ruling by U.S.
District Judge Susan Bolton.
Arpaio. known for his tough
stance against illegal immigration. plans to send about 2(10
deputies and volunteers out.
looking ffir traffic violators.
people wanted on criminal war
rants and others.
He's used that tactic before to
arrest dozens of people, many of
them illegal immigrants.

Blagojevich's fate
rests in hands of jury
Jurors
CHICAGO (AP)
will go off to deliberate the fate
of former Gov. Rod Blagojevich
with the image of an immaculately dressed and smiling man
with his two daughters sitting
nearby in the courtroom, but
also with the memory of him
cursing in the vilest of terms
about everyone from the president to the voters who elected
him.
The ousted Illinois governor's corruption trial will be
placed in the hands of the jury
today,
much sooner than
expected and without hearing
from some of the witnesses they
were told would take the stand
-including Blagojevich.
After final jury instructions.
jurors will be tasked with deciding the fate of the state's second
governor in a row to be charged
with corruption in office.
They will have to weigh
seven weeks of testiinony.
which ranged from a hospital
administrator saying he believed
Blagojevich was threatening to
withhold state mones unless he

ponied up a campaign contribution to a former deputy governor
recounting how Blagojevich hid
in the bathroom.
They will have to decide
Blagojevich
whether
was
engaged in various schemes to
gain power anti money or if he
was an honest man who trusted
the wrong people and innocently
said the wrong things while the
FBI listened in.
-This guy had more training
in criminal background than the
average lawyer and somehow
this guy is the accidentally corrupt governor?" asked Assistant
U.S. Attorney. Reid Schar.
Not corrupt at all. said Sam
Adam Jr.. one of Blagojevich's
defense attorneys.
"He's got absolutely horrible
judgment on people... Adarn
said."
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Sonie agencies added extra
materials. including a test. a
role-playing exercise or a question-and-answer session with
prosecutors.
Critics of the law among
police chiefs remain. saying that
the law is so kague that no
amount of training could eliminate potential confusion.
"Am I going to sit here and
say I think every officer has a
clear understanding of the law
when they leave the traininrTucson Police Chief Roberto
Villasenor said. "No. because I
think the law is poorly constructed."

At: don ss att. 1A,c just ito
it.- he said. "If there's a new law
out. were going to enforce it.He said that the space he
made in (he complex of military
surplus tents can handle 100
people, and that he will find
room for more if necessary.
Elsewhere in the state. police
officials said they. didn't expect
any dramatic e%ents. They were
busy vvrapping up training sessions this week. with some
agencies saying that untrained
officers will not be allowed on
the streets.
Many' of the state.s 15.0(N)
police officers Use been watching a DVD released this month
that signs that might indicate a
person is an illegal immigrant
are speaking poor English. look-
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Scholarships to be
offered to childhood
cancer survivors
The Mid-South Division of
the American Cancer Society
oftcrs college ,,:hular.hip. for

FUN & FASHION
Ely O.K. Kelley.

We are happy to announce a new line tat
custom Jewelry in 99% pure silver.
The wax seal monognun necklaces are
a wonderful gift fOr someone special or
tor yourelf
Wax seat tewelry eine of the hottest
trends going nght now.
We can get whatever initial you warn.
These can be customized The wax seal
eln, is unique and ,ery special
These make perten:(
and imuly other sty les
.
lhe summer nierell.:no
last. SO-75% oft Ne. tall is
dad)
Bnghton has d ne. back-to-school
promotion With a 5100 pun:hase or
!WIC VOU Will l'ei:ei‘e Re Polly Per.
Pouch- absolutely free' With a
value ot 525 - July 2? ihrt
•
These are cute pen,,
r,,
pouch to carry them in (11:a;
the back-to-schoolers
New Tribal has amved - very cute in
bcautitul fall colors
Congratulations to 5(!cla Lamb who
won the turquoise nteklaces and earnngs this week
Join us on Facebook to see the door
pnze each week and click on like or
comment You can also come in the store
to register
New cologne fragrance from Niven
Morgan, Jean Baptiste and the Gold and
Blue fragrance are back They smell
disine
Sun tuned to nem ,ei fun 8
Fu3hton rept,rt
PS Bla.k Cocker Spaniel/Poodle mix
ran in (he siore today If this is your dog
it is at the animal shelter
vorzo NRA) 1
ter-;;N,
1.410R1It
arle,

3 I

childhood cancer survivors.
To be eligible for the MidSouth Division scholarship residents must:
- Have had a diagnosis of cancer before age 19.
- Be under the age of 25 at the
time of application.
- Be a legal resident of
Alabama. Arkansas, Kentucky.
Louisiana,
Mississippi.
Tennessee, or Floyd or Clark
counties in Indiana. and a
United States citizen.
- Have a GPA of at least 2.5
(based on a 4.0 scale) or GED
equivalent.
- Have been accepted without
condition to an accredited twoor four-year university. or community college. Consideration
will be given to students pursuing an education in regionally
accredited vocational/technical
schools.
- Take a minimum of 12 hours
per semester/full-time student.
'The Mid-South Division of
the American Cancer Society.
wants you to know what's happening in the fight against cancer in our region. Please see the
links below to find out how
we're making an impact in the
Mid-South.
The application deadline to
apply is Feb. I, 2011 .
To read more go to
http://scholarshippositions.com/acs-mid-southdivision-college-scholarship2011usa/2010/06/ I 2/#ixzzO
umwY7Oxb

ja.burkeentimutraytedger.com

Asbury Cemetery Day
to be held Aug. 14

gwyemen1

C17

Asbury Cemetery Day will be Saturday.
Aug. 14. at 11 a.m. at the cemetery located on
Asbury Cemetery Road. The Rev. N.B.
Fields, pastor of the Kirk.sey and Goshen
United Methodist Churches will be the
speaker. A potluck meal will be served following the devotional.
All persons with an interest in the cemetery are invited to attend. In case of rain, the
e.ent will be held at the Kirksey United
\I ethodist Church.
lo's
Persons unable to attend are asked to mail
Datebook their
donations for the maintenance of the
By Jo Burkeen cemetery to Marilynn Downey, 129 Fire
Community
Station Dr., Kirksey, KY 42054. Note date
Editor
change.

Water District meeting scheduled
The Dexter-Almo Heights Water District will meet Monday, Aug.
2, at 7 p.m. at the District Water Office at 351 Almo Rd. For more
information call 753-9101 or 753-1591.

Revival to be held in August
Sugar Creek Baptist Church will hold a revival the week of Aug.
2-6. Prayer service will start at 7 p.m. nightly with worship following at 7:30 p.m. The Rev. Brett Miles will speak Aug. 2-5 and Rev.
Tim Cole will be the guest speaker Friday, Aug. 6. Pastor Rev.
Darrell Walker invites everyone to attend.

Johnson and Hendon
Joseph E. Johnson and Rhonda G. Johnson of Bowling Green
announce the engagement and approaching marriage of their daughter. Hannah J. Johnson, to Billy Joe Hendon, son of Billy and
Barbara Hendon of Murray.
Miss Johnson is the granddaughter of Polly Garland and the late
Eurie Garland of Murray and James and Francis Johnson of
Manchester. Tenn.
Mr. Hendon is the grandson of Dorval Hendon and the late Bill Ed
Hendon and Don Alexander and the late Elene Alexander, all of
Murray.
The bride-elect is a 2009 graduate and the groom-elect is a 2008
graduate. both of Murray State University. They are both members
of Glendale Road Church of Christ.
The wedding will be Saturday, July 31, 2010, at 6:30 p.m. at
Glendale Road Church of Christ. A reception will follow the wedding.
All relatives and friends are invited.

ANNOUNCE CALL US AT /53-1916

Purchase
Gastroenterology
Associates PSC

The Calloway County Soccer Foundation will meet July 29 at 6
p.m. in the boys soccer locker room. Topics to be discussed will
include the upcoming Alumni night events, fundraising efforts and
new concession stand. Anyone interested is welcome to attend. For
more information call 227-8932.

Celebration to be held
The Bank of Cadiz and Trust Co. is celebrating 40 years in business. Stop by for refreshments on Friday, Aug. 6 from II a.m. to 1
p.m. at the Murray location at 630 N. 12th Street.

the
1, Create
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Fundcraft Publishing is hosting a 2010 Hometown Recipe
Collection Contest to support the collection of recipes for a Holiday
Cookbook fundraiser for the "Helping His Kids" Foundation to suppon children in the local area during Christmas. Categories for
recipes are: Appetizers, Relishes & Pickles; Soups, Salads &
Sauces: Meats & Main Dishes; Vegetables; Breads, Rolls &
Pastries: Cakes, Cookies & Desserts; Beverages, Microwave &
Misc. For more information contact Crystal L. Nadeau, public relations director. Primary Care Medical Center at (270) 767-3122, or
crystal @pnmarycaremedcentercom

Paris Danger and West Tennessee Soccer Summer Soccer Camp
will be held at Memonal Park. Paris on Aug. 2, from 5-7 p.m. For
more information call Sean Fraser at (7311415-1950.

GED F'ast Track classes scheduled
Do you qualify for our GED Fast Track class? The classes will be
held Aug. 9 through Sept. 7, Oct. 18 through Nov. 11, Feb. 7
through Starch 3 and April 18 through May 12 from 9-noon
Monday-Thursday. For more information call Calloway County
Adult and Family Education at 759-5525. These classes are to help
you prepare for your GED test.

Bazzell Cemetery plans meeting
Bazzell Cemetery meeting will be Saturday, July 31, at 11 a.m.
with Brad McNutt as speaker. Funds are needed for the upkeep of
the cemetery and may be mailed to Willis Sanders. 8224 St. Rt. 121
Nonli. Murray. KY 4271.

Farmers Market at Fairgrounds
The Farmers Market of Murray-Calloway County is now open on
Tuesdays and Saturdays from 7 a.m. to I p.m. or until sold out, at
the Murray-Calloway County Fairgrounds, Ky. 121 North. It is now
in full operation with many items available. Food demonstrations
and samples will be provided by Cathy Smith and Ashley
McKinney, Calloway County Extension Nutrition Education
Program Assistants. at the maitet.

MHS Fall Sports Kickoff planned
The 2010 Murray High School Fall Sports Kickoff will be
Saturday, Aug. 14. at 6 p.m. at Ty Holland Field. Tickets for parents
and other adults will be $3. All athletes. coaches, students and children under school age will be admitted free. Concessions, Tiger
merchandise. Booster club membership, season passes, etc., will be
available. Team autographed school sports prints will be auctioned
off and there will also be drawings for prizes. Groups to be recognized are MHS and MMS football teams, boys and girls soccer
teams, cross country, golf, volley ball, dance team, swim team,
cheerleaders, band and MMS softball.

Laker Backboard Club will host event
Calloway County Backboard Club will hold its annual Summer
Fundraiser Golf Tournament for the Laker Basketball program on
Friday, July 30, at the Miller Golf Course. Registration will begin at
11:30 a.m. with a shotgun start at 1 p.m. A catered dinner will follow the tournament under the course pavilion. The cost of the fourman scramble is $50 per player or $200 per team. Anyone interested in supporting the Laker Basketball programs by playing or
becoming a $100 hole sponsor contact Don Fraher at
difraher@pella.com to register or Richard Smotherman at rsmotherman Oft,wk.net.

Welcomes Dr. Shane Hendon
Dr. Hendon will be.seeing patients -starting
August 2nd in our-Murray office.
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Neu, Patients Welcome • No Referrals Necessary
By Appointment Only
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The Calloway County Board of Health will conduct its annual
meeting on Thursday at noon at the Calloway County Health Center,
602 Memory Ln., Murray. The agenda topics include approval of the
pnor board minutes, board nominations, financial presentation,
approval of tax rate, building report, bid consideration, district
update, committee report and issues/concerns. The meeting is open
to' the public. For more information call Stephanie Hays, finance
administrator of Purchase District Health Department.

Gastroenterology / Endoscopy
Endoscopic Ultrasound / Biliary Endoscopy

V

Lau

Calloway Board of Health to meet

The most technologically advanced
endoscopy unit in Western Kentucky

300 S. 8th St. • Murray • 759-4000
1029 Medical Center Circ. • Mayfield • 251-4575
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Recipes needed for cookbook

Soccer Camp to be held
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Green and Fuller

Rowand and Kurz

Cook and Wegmann

Joseph E. Green ot Hazel announces the engagement and
approaching marriage of his daughter, Martha JoAnne (M.I) Green,
to Charles Edward (Chuck) Fuller, son of Mrs. Frances J. Lee of
Dexter. Mo.. and the late James Frankin (Toy) Fuller of Camden,
Tenn.
Miss Green is also the daughter of the late Martha Belle Wilson
Green of Hazel.
The wedding celebration will be Saturday, August 28, 2010, at 2
p.m. at the Restored Church of Jesus Christ, Puryear. Tenn.
A reception will follow the ceremony.
All relatives and friends are invited.

Mr. and Mrs. Bruce Alan Rowand of Statesboro announce
the engagement cf their daughter, Courtney Lynn Rowand, to
Brian Nicholas Kurz. son of Mr. and Mrs. Christopher Paul
Kurz of Fairhope, AL.
The bride-elect is the granddaughter of Mr. and Mrs. William
Groover Tyson and the late John W. Donaldson of Statesboro
and the late Mr. and Mrs. Norman James Rowand of Portal.
She is a 2002 honor graduate of Bulloch Academy and
attended Georgia Southern University where she was a member of Kappa Delta Sorority. Miss Rowand graduated Cum
Laude from the University of Georgia earning a Bachelor of
Science degree in Exercise Science. She currently attends the
University of St. Augustine for Health Sciences and will graduate in August with a Doctorate of Physical Therapy.
The groom-elect is the grandson of Mr. and Mrs. Paul Nickolas Kurz of Murray, and the late Mr. and Mrs. Milbum Kane
of Wickliffe.
He is a 2003 honor graduate of Statesboro High School and
attended the University of Georgia before his acceptance to
South University School of Pharrnacy in Savannah, where he
earned a Doctor of Pharmacy in 2008. He is currently employed
with Walgreens as a pharmacy manager in St. Augustine, FL.
The wedding will take place on August 28, 2010 at the
Renaissance Resort at The World Golf Village in St. Augustine, FL. Invitations will follow.

Dr. and Mrs. Charles Eugene Cook of Murray announce the
engagement and approaching marriage of their daughter. Loraine
Elizabeth. to Jacob Anthony' George Wegmann. son of Mrs. Brenda
Dominski Wegmann and the late Dr. Thomas George Wegmann of
Edmonton, Alberta. Canada.
Miss Cook is the granddaughter of the late Terry Ney and
Loraine Johnston Calhoun of Kuttavva and the late Willard Eugene
and Rosetta Fiechter C'ook of London.
Mr. Wegmann is the grandson of the late Dr. Anthony Vincent
and Appolonia Szygalski Dominski of La Grange. Illinois and the
late Dr. George Henry and Elizabeth Sacia Wegmann of
Wauwatosa. Wisconsin.
The bride-elect. who will keep her name, received her bachelor
of arts from Davidson College where she graduated magna cum
laude and Phi Beta Kappa. She received a master of public policy
from the University of California-Berkeley'. Goldman School of
Public Policy'. She is employed by the San Francisco Department of
Public Health.
The groom-elect received his bachelor of arts from Dartmouth
College where he graduated cum laude. He received a master of science from the University of Colorado-Boulder. Department of
Geology and a master in city planning from the Massachusetts
Institute of Technology. Department of Urban Studies and Planning.
He is a PhD student at the University of California-Berkeley,
Department of City and Regional Planning.
The wedding will take place on Saturday. September 25. 2010 at
the 'Tiklen Park Brazil Room in Berkeley. California.

&gayernen/
1,auffenburger and Ray
A New Year's wedding on January' I, 2011. is being planned for
Wendy Lauffenburger, daughter of Janelle and Brent Cornell of
Taylorville and Douglas Lauffenburger of C'ambridge. MA., and
Michael Ray, son of Mark and Joyce Ray of Mayfield.
The ceremony and reception Will be held at the Linden
Plantation. Paducah.
Miss Lauffenburger is a graduate of"Taylorville High School and
a recent graduate of Murray State University. She will remain at
Murray State to complete a master's degree in Speech-Language
Pathology.
Mr. Ray, a 2003 graduate of Graves County High School. is
studying Civil Engineering Technology at Murray State University.
After the wedding. they will reside In Murray' until they have
graduated.

National Qudt Museum wins
top honor of non profit with
most money raised
Special to the Ledger
in the Arts, during the Paducah
PADUCAH. K y
- The Summer Festival, when we proNational
Quilt
Museum vide free admission to adults
Community Fun Run Team and youth. serving hundreds
recently won big taking home children with free. hands-on
four first place trophies, plus the activities."
top honor of "Nonprofit with
The National Quilt Museum is
Most Money Raised." In total. a non-profit institution located
NQM raised $10.107.50 and at 215 Jefferson Street in downwill be matched from the Fred town Paducah,
Ky. The Museum
Paxton Community Foundation
is open year-round Mondayof West Kentucky with $100)0
Saturday, 10 a.m. to 5 p.m. CST.
for a total of $20.107.50.
The Museum is also open on
"We couldn't have done it Sundays
1-5 p.m. April through
without the support of our genOctober. The National Quilt
erous donors." said May Louise
Museum is ADA compliant. For
Zumwalt. NQM executive
tnore information go to
director. "It was truly a team
www.NationalQuiltMuseum.org
effort. It takes everyone. our
donors. runners and volunteers or call 270-442-8856.
The Kentucky Arts Council,
to make it a success. In these
. supports
tough economic times. we are the state arts agency.
especially grateful for every- The National Quilt Museum
one's support. This money helps with state tax dollars and federthe museum provide events like al funding from the National
Camintinity Day and Kid: Day Endowment for the Arts.

Alcoholics Anonymous
lists its present schedule Subscribe
Special to the Ledger
alurray
Alcoholics
Anonymous holds rneetings at
615 South 12th St., in the
Southside Shopping Center
behind Regions Branch Bank.
The regular schedule is as follows: Sunday, 8 p.m., closed,
smoking. I 2x12 study; Monday,
8 p.m. open, smoking: Tuesday,
8 p.m. closed, no smoking:
Wednesday. I 1 a.m. closed, no
smoking. 6 p.m.. closed, ladies
meeting. smoking,8 p.m., open,
smoking: Thursday, 8 p.m.
closed, smoking, big book
meeting: Friday, 12 noon. open,
no smoking, lunchtime meeting.
8 p.m. open. smoking. New
comers: Saturday, 10 a.m..
open, no-smoking, 8 p.m. open,
no-smoking, speaker meeting:
last Saturday in the month at 8
p.m. "Eat-n-Meet" potluck.
Closed meetings are for people who think they have a problem with alcohol and want to
give it up. Open meetings are
for anyone who wants to attend
an AA meeting.

by calling 753-1916

Today! LEDGER N

For information call Mitch at
753-9320, or Kathy at 270-493227, or Chuck at 436-2552.

Taste the Difference
Traeger Wood Pellet Grills use wood as their fuel
source, which creates a rich wood smoked flavor
that other grills just can't match.
Come check out our Traeger Grills!

1203 Chestnut Street
270-761 -MEAT
Mon. - Sat. 10 am - 6pm

www.butcherblocklIc.com
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Every Day Matters
jcp.com

JCPenney is now taking applications
for the following:
• Salon Leader • Experienced Stylists

Your Purchase Area Development District promotes
and protects Kentucky's coal economy..
and you should too... because...
▪ Coal generates more than 90 percent ot

•Coal supplies Kentucky with the fourth lowest electricity rates

\ %II \

1U_W 127391

JCPenney is an Equal Opportunity Employer

It

iltr%

III Coal directly and indirectly supports 84 000 inns in Keritiirk
▪ Coal brings inore than $3 5 billion

Apply in person
720 North 12th Street, Murray, KY

ky s

kkir

▪ Coal generates S10 bairn

We urge you to ism the 60.000 members of the Federation for
Amerrcan Coal, Energy end Security (FACES of-Coalj
To Learn more. enroll in FACES of Coal taxiay at Anaiw.facesofcoal org

-federation
Amencan
Coal Energy and
Securrty
•
.
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CHECK PRESENTED: Woodmen of ihe World lodge 728 made a donation to Relay for Life.
Dorothy Hargrove, lett, a cancer survivor. is presented a check by Dot Bazzell, lodge president
Photo provided

SPECIAL EVENT: Pictured is Jennifer Lepa. far left. administrative coordinator for the
Kentucky ALS Association and Scott Benson, third from left. Murray ALS Walk chairman,
meeting with volunteers. Jim Strader. Shawn Jenkins, PKA and John Garland. PKA. The
Murray Walk to defeat ALS 5K Run and Walk is held annually to raise funds and awareness
for ALS or Lou Gehrig s Disease. The ALS Association supports cutting edge research and
also provides education and patien.t services. The Walk has been scheduled for Saturday,
Sept. 18. at Murray State University's Regional Special Events Center. Registration will begin
at 8:30 a.m. and the 5K Run and 1 Mile Walk begin at 10 am.

Writer tapped as featured speaker
LEXINGTON, Ky. - The WWII. The program Matures
ell-honed sense ot the
Kentucky Humanities Council excerpts from her book of the absurd.has
chosen
Constance same title. which has been
Both Alexander's presentaAlexander. from Munay. as a praised by' state historian. James tions are approximately one
featured presenter in the Khmer. as "a sad and sorrowful. hour. including time for audiSpeakers Bureau catalog for warm and witty' work- that ence questions and discussion.
2010-2011. Alexander will tra. - reminds readers "of the uni.erThe Kentucky Humanities
el statewide to present two talk.. sality of the human experience.- Council makes speakers avail"Kilroy Was Here: Children on The stories revolve around one able anywhere in Kentucky for a
the Home Front in World War Kentucky family and the impact minimum audience of 25 adults
II.'" and "Who Needs June of the war on daily life.
Non-profit groups in the state
Cleaverr Both presentations
The presentation entitled can present two of these proare related to hooks written by. "Who Needs June Cleaver- fea- grams per year at the reduced
Alexander. an award-winning tures readings from "Main cost of $125 per speaker and
playwright. poet. radio com- Street.- the award-winning COI- for-profit organizations pay
mentator and ne..spaper colum- umn Alexander has been wilting $300.
nist.
weekly for the "Murray Ledger
The Kentucky Humanities
Through
the
Kentucky.' & Times- since 1989. This talk Council
also
otters
a
Humanities Council. organiza- provides insights into the role of Chautauqua series of presenters
tions around the state book the local columnitakommenta- who bring personalities from
speakers who have been select- tor in a 24-hour news cy.cle and Kentucky history, to life. More
ed for inclusion in the catalog highlights some of Alexander's information is available at
because of the relevance of the most popular columns that are Www.k y hu n it ie s.org. The
topics they address and their included in her memoir. "Wno phone number is 859-257-5932.
expertise in a range of fields. Needs June Cleaver'!" published
Alexander has lived in
Alexander's
presentation. by Motes Books. In its review ot Kentucky since 1988 and cui"Kilroy Was Here.- is based on "Who Needs June Cleaver'!" rently serves as Faculty
a series of oral history inter- Louisville's "C'ourier Journal- Scholar/Arts & Humanities at
iews she conducted with peo- called the work a "rich collec- Murray State
University's
ple who were growing up during tion- with a graceful style and Teacher Quality Institute.

Gantt speaks on Eradication
of Polio at Rotary meeting
Special to the Ledger
Vernon W. Gantt was the guest
speaker recently at the luncheon
meeting of the Mayfield Rotary
Club held at the MayfieldGraves Country Club. He is a
past-president. past-secretary,
past-assistant district governor.
and past district trainer for
Rotary.
His father. Wilson Gantt, was
past district governor in District
6710. the western district of
Kentucky'. Gantt
currently
serves District 6710 as the
Ambassadorial
Scholarship
Subcommittee Chair. He also
serves Rotary beyond the district in the areas of training and
Ambassadorial Scholars. Gantt
is professor emeritus of organizational communication from
Murray State University.
Gantt emphasized the importance of contributions to help
Rotary. raise $200 million to
match $355 million in challenge
grants received from the Bill &
Melinda Gates Foundation. The
resulting $555 million will
directly support immunization
campaigns in developing coun-

AL
Fe
Photo provided

Vernon W. Gantt, left. is pictured with 2010-2011 Mayfield
Rotary President Susan Phipps at a recent meeting.
tries. where polio continues to
infect and paralyze children,
robbing them of their futures
ond compounding the hardships
faced by' thcir families.
"After 20 years of hard work,
Rotary and its partners are on
the brink of eradicating this
tenacious disease. but a stmng

push is needed now to root it out
once and for all. It is a window
of opportunity of historic proportions." Gantt said.
For more information about
this opportunity to help eradicaw polio go to the Rotary
International
website
www.rotary.org.

Do you love to sew?

Extension
Notes
By
La Dawn Hale
Calloway County
Extention Agent
for Family &
Consumer
Sciences

MSU Senior Scholars Program

PAINTIN
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left. The
made gi

Do you
love to sew?
Do
you
enjoy shovving someone
else
how to sew'?
Lastly, do
you really.
like to see
the smile on
aw hkeidn s tfhaec;

have made a
great
accomplishment? If so.
I would like
to invite you
assist
to
with this year's Learn to Sew
program through the Calloway
County Extension Family &
C'onsumer Sciences program.
During this program, boys
Ind girls will learn basic cloth-

ing repair, such as sewing on a
button or putting in a hem. They
will make simple projects to
teach them how to use a sewing
machine and a serger. Lastly-,
they will make a simple gannent
from a pattern that they can
wear themselves. Registration
forms will go home in students'
school folders.
L2S is in its 3rd year and
growing. Community organizations. businesses. and individuals have donated to this program
to help it grow. It is proving to
be a solid program and we want
to keep it going strong. We can't
keep it going strong without the
help of wonderful volunteers.
In order to reach more students. we need more people to
assist them with their projects. I
organize and teach the lessons.
So. the work is done. Volunteers
are needed during class time to
ensure the students are follow-

mg the instructions correctly in
order to learn how to sew the
simple project. There is no
preparation ahead of time on
your part. There is also no need
to be a master sewer to assist
with this program. Just be able
to tie W on the intermediate level
and be able to donate 5 hours
each month from September to
April.
A volunteer orientation and
train-the-trainer workshop is
scheduled for August 30. If you
are interested in helping with
the L2S program. please contact
me at the Calloway County
Extension Office, 310 S. 4th
Street, or 753-1452. This will
prove to be a very rewarding
experience.
Educational programs of the
Cooperative Extension Service
serve all people regardless of"
race. color. sex, religion. disability or national origin.

Continue your education for free.

Kathie Gentry Lifetime Achievement Award
United Way of Murray-Calloway County

Did you know that if you are 65 years or older you can
take college courses for free? VVe believe in the value of
continuing your education for a lifetime. It's never too late.

in 2001 the Board of Directors of the United Way of Murray-Calloway County initiated a lifetime achievement award named for Kathie Gentry, long-time director of Need Line. Kathie
Gentry was the first recipient of this award. The board invites your nomination for this year's
recipient. The winner will be announced at this year's United Way Kick-Off Banquet on
August 31. 2010.

The choice is yours!
• Take one course at a time
• Enroll in multiple courses
• Attend traditional courses in a classroom
• Enroll in an online course
•t
ir
arra of intrrost

Call us today, and we will waive your application fee!
(270)809-4150 or 1-800-669-7654

tiMURRAY
STATE UNIVERSITY
Continuing Education and Academic Outreach
303 Sparks Hall • Murray, Kentucky
WWW.murroystote.edu

Guidelines/Criteria:
The nomination must honor a person for a lifetime of humanitarian service to others in our
community.
The nominee must be a resident of Calloway County.
The nominee must exhibit the characteristics and attributes of Kathie Gentry:
Selfless
Caring and compassionate in a quiet, unassuming way
Respectful of the humanity and dignity of all people
Serving others above and beyond the call of duty
Nomination:
Please submit your nomination. neatly printed or typed with the following information:
Your name
Your phone number
Nominee's name
Nominee's phone number
Basis of Nomination
Please be specific as possible
Please provide basis of nomination in narrative form in 500 words or less
Please send nomination to the following:
Kathie Gentry Award Committee
United Way of Murray-Calloway County
607 Poplar
Murray, KY 42071
unitedway@murray-ky.net
Please submit by August 13, 2010.
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AMVETS holds July meeting
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to Relay for Life.
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PAINTING PRESENTED: Mancn Bradtke, right, volunteer at
Spring Creek Health Care, donated this painting to Art Gentry,
left. The featured painting displays Gentry holding his homemade guitar.

Special to the Ledger
ANIVETS Auxiliary 45 held
their July meeting a little later
on the 11 th due to the holiday.
with 20 members anti one guest
present.
President Kristie Frye welcomed the body. and after opening the meeting, reported on the
recently-held State convention
in Gatlinburg. Tenn. Auxiliary
45 was runner-up for "Auxiliary
of the Year.- The group was also
awarded matching funds for
several projects that qualified
for the match, including the
Children's Christmas party,
Scholarship, Americanism and
Community Service. Local
members elected to positions on
the department level, include:
Wincie Wright- secretary;
Shirley Collins - Americanism;
Kristie Frye. 2 Vice-Child
Welfare; Nancy Byford - VAVS
representative,: and Jan Doall Parliamentarian.
National President Patty
Piening was the honored guest
at the convention, along with
the National Commander Duane
Miskulin.

Representatives trom the
National Program "Paws with a
Cause- were also in attendance.
presenting an amazing program
with two of their assistance dogs
- one being with his master. a
partially paralyzed veteran from
East Tenn.. that demonstrated
how. and what this dog does for
hiin to make his life much better. These animals are incredible, and no cost to the recipients.
Frye reported that she has
appointed Linda Vorreyer as
Sergeant-at-Arms due to the resignation of the elected individual. The appointment was
approved by the board at its
monthly meeting.
Parliamentarian Jan Doall
reported that the department has
raised dues. therefore we would
be compelled to do the same.
She then presented a proposed
amendment which was accepted
and will be effective immediate-

ly. She covered other rev isions
to the department bylaws that
would affect the local. Doall
reported on hospital activities at
Arbor Place in Puryear. Tenn •
and announced the next
Veterans C'ouncil (HCLIVCC)
meeting will be held Aug 10.
Nancy By ford, membership
chair, reported that two applications for new members were
accepted. and she encouraged
all members to renew their
membership soon.
Jennifer Matlick. child-welfare, reported that the project for
the month was to collect school
supplies, which will be delivered to both Paris. Tenn., and
Murray. This will be an ongoing
project. Also announced was a
Luau is being planned for the
end of August. Dates have been
set for the children's party and
lots of other activities.
Celinda Keech, community
service, announced she has pre-

liminary plans for several
fundraisers over the next
months. which include a Sock
Hop, d Second Chance Prom
and a Western Roundup. She
also has received donations for
"Locks of Love.Shirley Collins, scholarship, is
planning the annual, and always
popular. Valentines Prime Rib
dinne:.
Americanism. Lynn Larue.
spoke of plans for the Veterans
Day Parade. Suggestions for a
float or entry are welcomed. She
also has plans for a Westem
Night soon to help fund the
Military Christmas packages
and Honor Fight. All activities
are in preliminary state.
July birthday wishes go out to
Glenna Gant, Charlotte Van
Dyke, Cheryl Lutz and Kristie
Frye. Lutz won the door prize.
The next meeting will be Aug
1.

Annual Hummingbird
Festival returns to LBL
Photo provided
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GOLDEN POND, Ky. - Area nature photography demonstra- include two special programs on
residents are invited to witness tion, a native plant sale, "hum- Friday, Aug. 6. that require
the migration of the Ruby- mingbird friendly" coffee sam- reservations and full deposits
throated hummingbird during pling, activities and games for due to limited space. For comthe
annual
Hummingbird children and live animal pro- plete information or reservaFestival Saturday and Sunday, grams. Take-home information tions. call (270) 924-2020.
Aug. 7-8. at Land Between the will be available about garden- Activities for the weekend
la,kes'
Woodlands
Nature ing, bird feeding, nature-friend- include:
Station (NS).
ly cleaning products and more.
- Operation RubyThroat:
"Hummingbird migration in Visitors are urged to bring a Globe Hummingbird Project
this area is at its peak in camera to capture the Ruby- Training Workshop on Friday:
August." said NS Interpreter throated hummingbirds.
- Hummingbird Banding
Aviva Yasgur. "A large nuinber
There will also be presenta- Demonstrations on Saturday:
of hummingbirds stop here on tions throughout the day about
- Hummingbird Banding
their journey south to Mexico the behavior and migration of Demonstrations on Sunday
and Central America. During the Ruby-throated hummingbird
Land Between The Lakes is
this time. residents can see up to with close demonstrations on managed by the Forest Service,
2(X) hummingbirds in a single how leg bands are attached. U.S. Department of Agriculture.
day. 'The festival is an opportu- Bantling is a way of identifying in partnership with "Fnends of
nity to be a part of this awesome and tracking individual birds. If LBL," to provide public lands
event."
a hummingbird is recaptured at outdoor recreation and environThe main
Hummingbird another study site along its mental education. LBL informaFestival esents take place at the migration route, the leg band tion and maps are available at
NS on Saturday from 9 a.m. to 4 number is recorded and added to www.lbl.org or by calling (800)
p.m. and on Sunday from 10 a database. Biologists can then LBL-7077 or (270) 924-2000.
a.m. to 4 p.m. Admission to fes- look at all the data collected LBL encourages visitors to
tival 2010 is $5 for those ages over the years for clues about review the Web site each season,
13 and up and $3 for ages 5-12. the habits of these tiny birds and and throughout the season, for a
Visitors can team up with NS how to best meet their habitat calendar of events, updates on
staff to team more about these needs.
programs and policies and temamazing little birds and how to
Visitors can attend the ongo- porary trail and road closures.
help them survive their long ing demonstrations on Saturday More
information
about
migration. Highlights of the from 9 a.m. to 4 p.m. and "Friends of LBL" can be found
weekend include hummingbird Sunday 10 a.m. to 2 p.m.
at www.fnendsollbl.org.
banding demonstrations. a
Other weekend activities

Photo provided

ATTENDED COALITION: Nurse Practitioner's from Murray-Calloway County Hospital attending the Kentucky Coalition of Nurse Practitioner's and Nurse Midwives July meeting held at
Patti's in Grand Rivers include Darrye Jackson from The Clinic at Walmart, Rhonda Darnell
and Kelly Derington from Marshall County Family Medical and Michelle Elkins and Lacy
McKeei, Nurse Practitioner students who are currently RN's at MCCH. To become a member
you can go to kcnpnm.org and join as a student or ARNP.

SAVE ENERGY. EARN CASH.
CASE CLOSED.
Call today to schedule an In-Home Energy Evaluation
Take advantage of up to $500 in energy efficiency rebates when you
make recommended reimbursable improvements to your home through
TVA and your local power company's In-Home Energy Evaluation program.
Homeowners can
• Get a detailed home energy evaluation
by a TVA-certified professional
• Get cash reimbursements up to $500

.1 programs of the
Extension Service
ple regardless of
.ex. religion. dismal origin.

• Save money on utility bilis
• Reduce energy use
• Help protect the environment

To learn more and schedule
an In-Horne Energy Evaluation
call 1-866-441-1430 or visit
vvvvw.EnergyRight.com.
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Estry Form
2010 Perkins Motor P1ex Community Golf Classic
NAME

ADDRESS

RHONE

wing informa2
3

Entry fee of $250/Four Person Team Must Accompany Entry Form
Entry fee is tax deductible as a United Way Donation

Hole Sponsor: $50.00
TEAM - Hole Sponsorship: $300.00
Send Entry Form 11 Check(s) Made Payable to:
United Way of Murray Calloway Co.
607 Poplar St. Murray, KY 42071
For Mere Information, Please Call the United Way 4 753-0317 or the Chamber of COMbilltte 4 7515171

DEADLINE FOR ENTRY IS FRIDAY, JULY 30TH

your local power company
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I Npoomilisji0 Police, Sheriff, MU Logs

W WI

Murray Police Department
- A report for criminal mischief was taken at 10:34 a.m. July
14 at 1407 Michelle Dr.
- A vehicle fire was reported at 3:12 p.m. at the Bel Air Center
parking lot.
- A theft report was taken at 7:41 p.m. at 1500 Coach St.
- A theft report was taken at 7:48 p.m. at 623 Broad St.
because of a stolen bike.
- A theft report was taken at 7:47 p.m. July 16 on Max Hurt
Drive after someone reported stolen railroad material.
- A theft report was taken at 10:47 a.m. at the station.
- A cnminal mischief report was taken at 8:50 p.m. at 809
North 12th St. after someone reported damage to a vehicle.
- A criminal mischief report was taken at 8:14 p.m. July 17 at
505 North Fifth St.
• A theft report was taken at 8 13 p.m. July 18 at 107 Riviera
Trailer Court.
- An attempted burglar/ report was taken at 3:18 p.m. at 1713
Oakhill Dr. South.
- A hit-and-run accident was reported at 3:43 p.m. at the station
- A burglary report was taken at 10:38 o.m. at 502 1/2 South
13th St.

age to his vehicle at 3:20 p.m. July 9 at the Public Safety
Building. A report was taken for criminal mischief in the third
degree.
- A caller requested to speak to an officer concerning damage
to a vehicle at 10:33 a.m. July 12 at the 16th and Olive north
parking lot. An officer spoke with the caller and took an information report.
- A caller requested to speak to an officer concerning a stolen
bicycle. An officer responded and took a report for theft by
unlawful taking under $500.
- A caller requested to speak to an officer concerning a stole.n
bicycle at 6:39 p.m. July 17. An officer responded and took a
report for theft by unlawful taking under $500.
- An officer was notified of items stolen from a room at 12:43
p.m July 20 at Hart College. A report was taker for burglary
in the second degree.
- An individual requested to speak with an officer about a
stolen bicycle on campus at 9. 17 p.m. July 20 at the Public
Safety Building. A report was taken for theft by unlawful taking under $500.
- MSU Police arrested a Hazel individaul on a charge of theft
by unlawful taking under $500 at 3:12 p.m. June 22 at the
Curris Center.

Murray State University Public Safety
- An individual requested to speak with an officer about dam-

— Information is obtained from reports.
logs and citations from various agencies
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DANCE CAMP: The Kentucky Dance Institute is underway at
Murray State University this week. bringing in dancers young
and old from all over the nation. Pictured, Taylor Schwartz,
left, of Louisville and Roland Forbes, of Maryland, work on
their square dance as led by Stew Shacklette.

Senate hearing on Lockerbie bomber postponed
By FREDERIC J. FROMMER
Associated Press Writer
WASHINGTON (A131 — A
senator said Tuesday that he
was postponing this week's
hearing on the release of the
man convicted of bombing Pan
Am Flight 103 over Lockerbie.
Scotland
because
of
"stonewalling- by British and
Scottish officials who declined
to testify..
-They would prefer to sweep
this under the rug,- said Sen.
Robert Menendez, a New Jersey.
Democrat who was to chair
Thursday's Senate Foreign
Relations Committee hearing.
The committee is looking into
whether British-based oil company BP had sought Abdel
Baset al-Megrahi's release to
help get a $900 million exploration agreement with Libya off
the ground. BP acknowledged
that it had urged the British gov-

eminent to sign a prisoner transfer agreement with Libya, but
stressed it didn't specify his
case.
Menendez sought the participation of Kenny MacAskill, the
Scottish Justice Secretary' who
freed al-Megrahi: Britain's justice secretary at the time, Jack
Straw: BP CEO Tony Hayward:
Andrew Fraser. the Scottish
Prison Service's medical chief;
and Sir Mark Allen. a BP official who Menendez said acted
as a liaison between the company and the Libyan and British
govemments.
"It's utterly disappointing and.
I think, pretty outrageous that
none of these key witnesses will
cooperate with our request to
answer questions before the
Senate
Foreign
Relations
Committee.- the senator said at
a news conference. -They. have
stonewalled."
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By JOE KAY
AP Sports Writer
CINCINNATI (AP) — A
year after they were featured on
HBO's "Hard Knocks," the
Bengal% have scripted their own
reality show.
T.O. and Ocho. Two self-conscious stars. one NFL team.
How will they fit? How will
it work'? Which receiver will
provide most of the drama?
And, more ,importantly. will
any of it help the Bengals get
back to the playoffs'?
The Bengals reached a contract agreement with receiver
Terrell Owens on Tuesday, two
persons familiar with the situation told The Associated Press.
He's expected to report to training camp in a day or two and
sign a one-year deal that will
pay him $2 million with a
chance for an additional $2 million in bonuses.
The Bengals were his first
choice. giving him a chance to
team with close friend Chad
Ochocinco, who has already
dubbed the pair Batman and
Robin. The Bengals made an
offer on Monday, and Owens
accepted a day later.
Players are required to report
for the start of training camp on
Wednesday in Georgetown. Ky.
Owens is expected to show up
when workouts begin on
Thursday. said one person
speaking on condition of
anonymity because the team had
made no announcement of the
vigning.
On his Twitter account.
()wens replied to Ochocinco late
Tuesday: "Ocho Uno is coming
2 town!! Hey Robin, Batman
will b there soon!" He's expected to sign his deal when he
arrives in Georgetown.
Already. it's like something
out of a reality show.
Ochocinco gushed about the
inatchup on his Twitter feed.
welcoming Owens and joking
that "all of our games have been
moved to pay-per-view. you got
to pay to see this."
Both of the look-at-me
receivers are accustomed to
cable.
By adding the 36-year-old
()wens, the Bengals will lead the
NFL in reality show stars.
competed
Ochocinco
on
"Dancing With the Stars" in the
offseason, and has a dating show
"Ochocinco:
called
The
Ultimate Catch" currently running on VH I. After Ochocinco's
show comes "The T.O. Show."
shov,
last
Ochocinco's
involved eliminating two contestants. Owens' last program
had him walking down a runway
as part of a fashion show in metrosexual attire — bare chest
under an open jacket with a huge
necklace and a wig.
In a couple of days. it will be
the dancer-and-dater on one side
of the field, the metrosexual
model on the other.
In the middle will be quarterback Carson Palmer, who helped
bring Owens to Cincinnati.
Palmer worked out with ()wens
in California and called coach
Marvin Lewis. saying the team
ought to try to sign him.
"He and Chad are going to do
some great things with Carson...
said Drew Rosenhaus. the agent
for both receivers. "Carson
Paliner had a lot to do with this
deal coming together."
Bengals owner Mike Brown
went along, even though he
knew ()wens also brings a lot of
baggage. The outspoken receiver has a history of undercutting
his quarterbacks, though he was
on good behavior last season in
Buffalo.

SECTION B

ED REiNKE / AP
Karen Cunagin Sypher arrives at the federal courthouse
for the second day of her trial in Louisville Tuesday.
Sypher is accused of trying to extort money from
Louisville basketball coach Rick Pitino and lying to the
FBI.

Pitino to
testify
today
SYPHER'S CHARACTER COMES
INTO QUESTION TUESDAY

DAVID DUPREY / AP FILE

The Bengals reached a contract agreement witn receiver Terrell Owens on Tuesday, hyo
persons familiar with the situation told The Associated Press. He's expected to report
to training camp in a day or two and sign a one-year deal that will pay him $2 million
with a chance for an additional $2 million in bonuses.

Cowboys' Bryant never
expected pads to be an issue
By STEPHEN HAWKINS
AP Sports Writer
SAN ANTONIO (AP) — Dez Bryant insists
he was unaware of the rookie ritual of carrying a
veteran's shoulder pads after practice. The Dallas
Cowboys'first-round pick would have done more
that) that had he known his refusal to accommodate Roy Williams' request would become such a
big issue.
"I told Roy this ... he could have walked in
with his tights on." Bryant said after the first of
Dallas' two practices Tuesday. "I would have
took his shoulder pads, his pants, his helmet, his
socks, his shoes. I would have took everything.
But you know what. that's not even an issue."
Bryant, the talented receiver who slipped to
24th overall in the draft because of questions
about his character and talk of him skipping
meetings and classes at Oklahoma State, said he
is trying to do all the right things with the
Cowboys at training camp.
"But it seems like can't do the right thing
because every little thing that I do (reporters)
watch it and try to make a big deal out of it."
Bryant said.
Plenty of drama and headlines ensued when
Bryant didn't carry Williams' pads after the first
workout in pads Sunday. then he said he was
drafted to play football not to take care of someone else's gear. He jogged off the field without
commenting Monday after the story had spread
so quickly.' and widely.
Bryant was clearly frustrated Tuesday as he
answered repeated questions about the situation
and his relationship with Williams. all while sign-

ing autographs for fans chanting their support for
the rookie wearing No. 88.
"We are fine. Matter of fact, it is not even a situation," Bryant said."Me and Roy. are great. Not
only Roy, but the whole team. .. Everybody on
the team likes me and I like everybody on the
team. (Reporters) are trying to put me and Roy
against each other. That's not going to happen.
We•re trying to do something real special here."
As Bryant signed footballs, caps. posters and
T-shirts with media surrounding him. several fans
shouted "Leave him alone" and "We want Dez!"
Though Bryant is expected to challenge for the
starting spot opposite Pro Bowl receiver Miles
Austin on a team with Super Bowl expectations.
Williams has repeatedly said that everything is
good between all the receivers.
"Every team I've been on, and all the different
guys that have been in our groups, the receivers
have always been a tight-knit group. That's what
we are right now," Williams said. "It's not me vs.
Dez. or me vs. Miles or Miles vs. Dez When it
comes down to it against Washington (in the season opener), it's going to be us vs. them."
Bryant played only three games for Oklahoma
State last season because of his NCAA suspension for lying to investigators about a meeting
with former Cowboys star Delon Sanders. He
later skipped the NFL combine and held his own
pro day.
But the Cowboys checked into everything and
quickly traded up three spots to get Bryant after
he kept sliding down on the opening night of the
draft. He agreed before camp to a five-yew contract that guarantees him at least $8.3 million.

By BRETT BARROOQUERE
and WILL GRAVES
Associated Press Writers
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) —
Jurors in the case of Karen
Cunagin Sypher have heard a lot
about the night she met
University of Louisville basketball coach Rick Pitino at an
Italian restaurant in Louisville.
On Wednesday. they were
expected to hear from Pitino
hiniself.
Pitino's attorney. Steve
Pence. said the coach will likely
testify on the third day of the
trial of Sypher. who is charged
with trying to exton cash. cars
and a house to stay quiet about a
sexual liaison. Sypher, 50, has
pleaded not guilty.
Pitino aide Vinnie Tatum was
also expected
to
testify.
Wednesday. Tatum was Pitino's
driver when the coach met
Sypher the night of July 31.
2003.
On Tuesday. jurors heard
from multiple people who were
at the restaurant, Porcini. when
Pitino and Sypher met. Pitino
has said he had a consensual
sexual encounter with Sypher

that night on a table after the
restaurant
closed.
Sypher
claimed it was rape. a charge
dismissed by police and prosecutors as lacking merit.
Jurors on Tuesday heard from
multiple
witnesses
who
described Syphers efforts to
meet Pitino.
Margaret Carneron, a former
professional golfer in Japan and
Australia. testified she was having dinner with a friend at
Porcini on July 31 when she ran
into a group of men that included Pitino.
Cameron and her friend, who
was not called to testify, began
talking to Pitino's entourage.
which included former NBA
player and Louisville assistant
coach Reggie Theus. about golf.
Then. Cameron said, Sypher
barged into the group and thrust
her cell phone at Pitino asking
for the coach to talk to one of
her sons.
Cameron described Sypher's
outfit as "flashy" and her attitude as persistent.
"She wasn't going to give
up," Cameron said. "She wasn't
going to stop."

NAS( kit

Roush injured
in plane crash
TEAM OWNER WAS ATTENDING
A IRV 1. \TuRE IN WISCONSIN
By CHRIS JENKINS
AP Sports Writer
MILWAUKEE (AP) —
N.ASCAR team owner Jack
Roush was in serious but stable
condition after walking away.
from a plane crash in Wisconsin
on Tuesday' night.
"There are injuries. Possible
surgery." Roush Fenway Racing
president GeotT Smith said in a
text message to The Associated
Press. "But he walked out of the
plane."
Smith confirmed that the
plane belonged to Roush. and he
was flying it. Smith said
Roush's injunes include facial
lacerations.
Roush. an aviation buff. was
attending the Experimental
Aircraft Association.
. annual
AirVenture in Oshkosh. Wis..
this week.
In a statement on the EAA
Web site. officials said a
Beechcraft Premier business jet

registered to Roush Fenway
Racing. LLC was involved in a
landing accident at Wittman
Regional Airixvrt in Oshkosh.
The accident occurred at
approximately 6:15 p.m. CDT.
the statement said.
According to the EAA, the
National Transportation Safety
Board and Winnebago County
Sheriff's Department confirmed
that two occupants on board
were Roush and Brenda
Strickland of Plymouth. Mich.
Strickland is a friend of Roush's.
"Each exited the aircraft following the accident," the statement said. "Both were transported to local hospitals. with Roush
in serious but stable condition
and Strickland with non-life
threatening injuries. The NTSB
is leading the in% estigation into
the accident"
According to a statement
from the team. Roush was landing his plane when the accident
occurred.
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W
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43 5743014 12
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W
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—
Cincinnati
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8
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46 55 455 9 1,2
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Houston
14
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35 64.35419 1.'2
West Division
W
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San Diego
—
San Francisco
57 44 564 2 1 ,2
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Los Angeles
5
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51 49 510
8
37 63 370
Arizona
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"
4-1; 515
12
3' 69 31032 1'2
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W
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1
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4
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42 58 42013 l'2
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42 58 42013 12
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W
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—
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39 62 38620 1.2
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The Mayfield Post 26 American Legion baseball team won the District 1 championship over the weekend and will
begin play at the state tournament today in Shelbyville. Pictured. back row, from lett: coach Todd Smith, Andrew
Shultz, Tyler Kemper. Larry Brown, Joe Mike, Austin Adarns (Murray). Garrett Ballard, Tucker Starkey. Ryan Kelly
(Murray), Justin Roberts, Adam Bell, Ryan Hayden, Cameron Kimball. Front row: Kye Wade, Tyler Raney, Austin
Hargrove (Calloway Co.), Wes Jones, Dylan Dwyer (Calloway Co.). Tanner Richerson (Murray), coach Andy Ford.

IVICCH holds successful sports physicals for athletes
Special to the Ledger
Illurra)-Calloway County Hospital. in
conjunction w ith olunteer phy sicians and
staff. held its annual Free Sports Ph)sicals
during the month ot July.
The free ph)sicals were held in the West
Entrance of MCCH on July 10. 17. and 24.
The physicals were offered to all athletes at
Murray. High and Calloway Count) High. as
wisll as Murray and Calloway County
Middle Schools. This year. approximately
60 physicians and staff volunteered to provide the screenings.
During this year's physicals. 542 athletes
received free physicals. which typically. cost
$155 in a physician's office. This service
saved the athletes and their families over
$84.00(1.
"We are happy- to be able to continue to
ide this wonderful serx ice to our young

athletes and thc
and are very.
appreciative of the OlUilleers Vifto took the
time to assist with the phy sicals.- said
Keena Miller, Director of the Center for
Health and Wellness. "We look forward to
otkring the free physicals again next year."
MCCH would like to thank all the volunteers who helped pro)ide this valuable service. Those who volunteered their time were
Kim Evans. Melissa Ross. Teresa Nixon.
Teresa Hudson. Mary NIct'onnack. Keith
Travis. Gail Stubblefield. Christie Arnold.
Kitty Solomon. Terri Burkey. Mitzi Bucy.
Lori Callihan. Lisa Rister. Vanessa Lyons.
Nancy Artistrong. Carolyn Marcum. Amy
Sy.kes. Dr. Core) Foiester. Dr. David
Koelsch. Dr. William Giese. Dr. Matthew
Price. Debbie Wiles. Dr. Thomas Green.
Myra Overby. Laura Steele. Shaun
Workman. Beverly Dukes. Terri Futrell. Jan

t i,,].
Michelle Jones, Tonia Kelly..
Pain Oakley. Kathy N1cCurry, Amy Grogan,
Lisa Futrell. Dr. David Bryson. Lillian
Gierhart. Dr. Joyce Hughes. Jeannie Bounie.
Dr. Mehdi Ahmadi. Brenda Hurt. Ashley
Futrell. Mit7i Cathey. Rita Pearl, Mitzi
English. Kelly Hepner. Ami Heithoff. Shelia
Balentine. Margie Newton. Lori Morris.
Elishia Burgess, Nancy Evans. Marcie
Prescott, Rhonda Sirls, Tammy Lovett.
Marianne Buck. Dr. Brian Swain, Dr. Clegg
Austin. Dr. Kanchan Koirala. Dr. Marty
Fulbright, Dr. Richard Stout. Dr. John
Yezerski.
Murray-Calloway County Flospital hcists
the physicals every year for the community.
For more information about this program,
contact Melissa Ross, Health Promotions
Coordinator. at 270-762-1832.

Monday's Games
N Y Yankees 3. Cleveland 2
Toronto 9. Belimore 5
Tampa Bay 5, Detroit 0
Mirinesola 19, Kansas City 1
Chicago YVhite Sox 6. Sesttle 1
Boston 6 L A Angels 3
Tuesday's Games
Cleveland 4 N Y Yankees 1
Toronto S. Baltimore 2
Tampa Bay 3 Detroit 2
Texas 3. Oakland 1 10 innings
Minnesota 11, Kansas city 2
Chicago White Sox 11. Seattle 0
Boston 4. L A Angels 2
Wednesday's Games
Minnesota (Duensing 3-1) at Kansas
City (Bannister 7-9), 1 10 p m
Boston (Beckett 1-11 at L A Angels
(Piney° 10-7). 2 35 p
N Y Yankees IA J Burnett 8-81 at
Cleveland ICarmona 10-7). 605 p m
Baltimore (Guthrie 4-10i at Toronto
Wills 0-0) 6 07 p m
Detroit(Bonne 4-01 at Tampa Bay
(Nieman° 8-3). 6 10 p m
Oakland (Cahill 9-41 at Texas IC Lewis
9-6). 7 05 p.m
Seattle IJ Vargas 6-5) at Chicago White
Sox (Buehrle 9-8), 7 10 p m
Thursday's Games
Defrost Worcello 4-8) at Tampa Bay
(Price 13-5), 11 10 a m
N Y Yankees (Moseley 0-0) at
Cleveland (Talbot 8-9j. 6 05 p m
Oakland IMazzaro 6-2) at Texas
IC Wilson 9-51, 7 05 p.m
Baftimore Matusz 3-111 at Kansas City
(Davies 5-6), 7 10 p m
Seattle (Pauley 0-2) at Chicago White
Sox (F Garcia 9-41, 7 10 p m

Tuesday's Games
Philadelphia 9 Arizona 5
Washington 3. Atlanta 0
N Y Mets 8 St Louis 2
Houston 6 Chicago Cabs 1
Cincinnati 12. Milwaukee 4
Pittsburgh 4 Colorado 2
L A Dodgers 2. San Diego 0
San Francisco 6 Flonda 4
Wednesday's Games
Chicago Cubs at Houston, 2 05 p m
Cincinnati at Milwaukee. 2 10 p m
Arizona at Philadelphia 7 05 p.m
Atlanta at Washington 7 05 p m
Florida al San Francisco 7 05 p m
St Louis at N Y Mets 7 10 p m
Pittsburgh at Colorado 8 40 p m
L A Dodgers at Sad Diego, 1005 p m
Thursday's Games
St Louis iHawksworth 4-61 at N Y Mets
IPettrey 10-5). 11 10 a m
Atlanta (D Lowe 10-8) at Washington
(Olsen 2-2). 11 35 a m
Pittsburgh (Maholm 6-8) at Colbrado
(Jimenez 15-2). 2 10 p ni
Ronda (Ani Sanchez 7-61 at San
Francisco (Bumgamer 4-21, 2 45 p m
L A Dodgers (Padilla 4-31 at San Diego
(Latos 11-4). 5 35 p.m
Arizona (J Saunders 0-01 at
Philadelphia ;K Kendnck 6-4). 6 05 p m
Friday's Games
Philadelphia at Washington. 6 05 p rn
Anzona at N Y Mets 6'10 p m
Atlanta at Cincinnati. 6 10 p m
Milwaukee at Houston. 7 05 p m
Pittsburgh at St Louis. 7 15 p
Chicago Cubs at Colorado, 8 10 p m
Florida at San Diego 9 05 p m
L A Dodgers at San Francisco. 9-15
P

Peppers Automotive re-fawned Pedals
2008 Chrysler Town & Country 2008 Chevrolet Colorado IS
13.000 Miles,
Heated Leather.
Moonroof. Spoiler.
Stk. #P7515

51,000 Miles,
Swivel-N-Go, Heated
Leather, Moonroof, DVD,
NAV, Satellite Radio.
Stk. #CP873

36,000 Miles.
20" Chrome Wheels,
Tinted Windows,
Bed Cover.
Stk. #GT0190A

14,997*
2003 Jeep Wrangler Sport

2005 Chrysler Crossfire

CHA:

49,000 Miles.
Soft Top, Automatic,
Lift Kit.
Stk. #CP871A

20,000 Miles,
Convertible, 6-Speed
Manual Shift,
Satellite Radio.
Stk. #CP864

30,000 Miles, T/C, PW, PL, CD, Moonroof.
Stk. #CP868

$117,979*
2008 Dodge Caliber SXT
32.000 Miles,
17" Polished Alloy
Wheels. Spoiler.
Stk. #P7539

37,000 Miles,
T/C, PW/PL, CD,
Satellite Radio.
Stk. #CP877

2009 Dodge Caliber R/T 2009 Dodge Charger Srr
4,000 Miles,
NAV. Satellite Radio.
Stk. #CP878

2010 Toyota Corolla LE

32,000 Miles,
Alloy Wheels, T/C, PW/
PL, CD, Satellite Radio.
Stk. #P7558

12,000 Miles,
T/C, PW, PL, CD.
Stk. #P7541

$17,798
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2008 Dodge Charger R/T 2009 Dodge Avenger gar 2000 Ford Contour Sport
,

33.000 Miles.
Hemi, Heated Leather,
Spoiler, 20" Chrome
Wheels.
Stk. #GT0171A

24,000 Miles,
Spoiler, Alloy Wheels,
Satellite Radio.
Stk #CP876

•

(4) kko

68,000 Miles,
V-6, Alloy Wheels.
Stk #CP814A

• iuded Some photos tor tIlustratio•
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CHASE HOME FINANCE I.LC Succeesor
by Merger to Chase Manhattan Mortgage Corporation
VS.

PLAINTIFF,

DEFENDANTS.

By virtue of a Judgment and Order cf Sale entered by the Calloway
Circuit
rt on March 8 2010. in the above cause, to saner>, the Judgment of
the
ntiff in the approximate amount of $48,32i 47, I shall proceed to offer
for
e at the Courthouse door in the City of Murray, Calloway Courty, Kentucky,
te
rughest bidder. at public auction on Friday August 13, 2010, at the
hour of
a m . local time, or thereabout. the following descnbed property
located in
Callowaa' County. Kentucky, with its address being 2753 Radio Road
Almo,
Kentucky, and being more particularly deecnbed as follows
A 0 459 acre tract of land as surveyed by the firm of Trinity Engineering,
Inc . of
Murray, Kentucky. on July 20, 1994, lucated or the earit gide of Kentucky
Highway 1824. approximately 7 5 miles North of the City of Murray
as measured
from the intersection of 12th and Main Streets in Calloway County,
Kentucky.
and being more particularly descnbed aa follows
Beginning at a #4 rebar (found west of the centerline of Kentucky Highway
1324, 560 6 feet north of the projected eenterline of Pleasant Hill Road,
and being
the northesst corner of the herein deircribed tract of land and the southeast
corner of the Cecil Cleaver Road, Thence South 01 deg 33' 14' west for
a distance of
100 00 feet with the west right-of-way of Kentucky Highway 1824 to
a 04 rebar
set at the northeast corner of Tract 1, Thence, north 38 deg. 55' 15"
west for a
diitance of 200 00 feet with the newly created North boundery of Tract 1 to
a #4
rehar ,iet.): Thence, North 01 deg 33 14" eaxt for a distance of 100 00 feet
with
the newly created eagt boundary of Tract 1 to a t4 rebar sell on the North
le.undary of Tract 1. same being the northweet comer of the hereir. described
tract of land, Thence South 38 deg. 5E' 15" east for a distance
of 200 00 feet with
the south boundary of Cecil Cleaver to the point of beginning lbgether with
and
subject to mvenants, easements and restnctions of record

The afbretneetroned property shall be sold on a cash or credit basis ot thirty
t 34:0
clays hut if sold on a credit of thirty 30 i days. the purchaier shall deposit
with
t he Commissioner ten percent 110% of the purchase price and execute
bond with
geod and sufficient surety for the remainder. bearing interest at 12'4 per
annum
trom the date of sale until paid, and fully due and payable within thirty days
A
lien shall be retained on the property as additional secunty Ali delinquent
taxes. if any. shall be ascertained and paid by the Commissioner, but the
property
,hall be sold subject to the current ad valorem taxes
This 21st day ofJuly, 2010
Respectfully submitted
MAX W PARKER
Magter Commissioner
Lilloway Circuit Court
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000 Miles,
PW/PL, CD,
Radio.
#CP877

1,765*

rolla LE
000 Miles,
PW, PL, CD.
k. #P7541

1,969*

Jr Sport

000 Miles,
Hoy Wheels.
#CP814A

PLAINTIFF

By virtue of a Judgment and Order of Sale entered by the Calloway Circuit Court
on April 12. 2010, in the above cause. to satisfy the Judgment of the Plaintiff in
the appreximate amount of $85.003 72, I shall proceed to offer for sale at the
Courthouse door in the City of Murray, Calloway County. Kentucky. to the high
est bidder. at public auction on Friday, August 13,'2010, at the hour of 10:00 a.m
local time, or thereabout, the following descnbed property located in Callowey
County, Kentucky, with its address being 1406 Johnson Street, Murray, ICY. and
being more particularly described as follows.
Lot No_ 5 in Section C in the Meadowlane Subdivision to the Them of Murray,
Kentucky, ru3 shown by corrected plat remrded in Deed Book 103, Page 459. in
the office of the Clerk of the Calloway County Court, Murray, Kentucky:
This property is subject to the following restnctionn
(a, No building is to he constructed on the above described lot closer than 50 feet
to the nght of way of Johnson Boulevard
, bi This property is to be used for residential purposes only
el} NO residence is to be conetructed on the above described property that shall
have less than a $12,000 00 appraised value including the lot.
No temporary buddiret shall be constructed on the above described lot
The above-descnbed restnctions run with the title to this property. and the hells
.ind assigns of the Grantee. or parties of the aecond pan are bound by and take
title subject to said restrictions
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The aforementioned property shall be .141 on a caeh or credit basis of thirty 13.0)
days, but if.Id on a credit of thirty 001 daym. the purchaser shall deposit with
the Commissioner ten percent .10'4 of the purchase price and execute bond svith
c,.od and sufficient surety for the remainder, beanng intereet at 12% per annum
.in the date of sale unUI paid. and fully due and payable within thirty days. A
lien ghall be retained on the property as additional security All delinquent
if any, shall be ascertained and paid by the Commissioner. but the property
shall be sold aubject to the current ad valorem taxes.
This 21st day of July, 2010
Respectfuilysubmitted,
MAX W PARKER
'ommissioner
Circuit Cou

Students. their families and potential employ., of the Calloway County
Schools
are hereby notified that the Calloway County School System does not
discriminate
on the basis of race, color. national ongin. age religion. manta! status,
sex or
disability in employment programg. vogational programs. or activities set
forth in
compliance federal and state statutes and regulations
Any persons having inquiries concerning Calloway County Schools' compliance
enth Title II. Title IV, Title VI, Title
the Inchviduals enth Disabilitiee Education
Act, the Americans with Disabi I dies Act anctor Section 504
ma,
contact:
Karen Brandon. Coordir.ator of District Wide Sersaces
Calloway County Schools
2110 College Fann Road
Murray. KY. 42071
2701 762-7300
karen.brandonarcalloway kyschools us
'The Calloway County School System offers the following career and technical
education programe for all students regardless of race. color. national °nem. including
those with limited English proficiency, sex or disability in grade 9-12 Agriculture,
Human Services iFamily and Consumer Scienceo. and Marketing Education,
Business Education and Science and Mathematics , Erigineenng and Technology
Education i progranus are offered to students In grades 7-12 Adult Education
classes are offered to individuals pursuing a GED certificate Adult programs
are
offered penodically based upon the demand for specific classes Calloway County
Schools will take stepo to assure the lack of English language skills will not be
a
bamer to admission and participation in career and technical education program,
Persona seeking further informatron concerning the vocational education offenng,
and
specific
pre-requisite
criteria
rthould
contact
Karen Brandon, ourchnater of District Wide Services
Calloway County Schools
2110 College Farm Road
Murray, KY, 42071
i270, 762-7300
karen brandonacalloway kvschoois us

_
LEGAL NOTICE
All stored items in storage units list below at
Murray Store & Lock, and MBC Storage 641
North, Murray. KY 42071. have been abandoned and if all charges for this unit are not
paid in full on or before August 15. 2010.
Murray Store & Lock & MBC Storage will have
legal possession of all items stored in this unit.
A sale date ior said items will be no later than
August 20, 2010.

PUBLIC AUCTION
MURRAY INDEPENDENT SCHOOL DISTRICT
SURPLUS PROPERTY
August 3, 2010 - 4:00 p.m.
Murray High School • 1800 Sycamore Street Murray. KY
The Murray Independent School District will
conduct a public auction to sell items declared surplus that will no longer be used for school purp4mes
Items to be sold to the highest bidder are as follows.
•Telensions 21" - 60')
•CD, Cassette, & Ftecord Players
•Reel to Reel and Overhead Projectors
•DVD Players
•Fluorescent Lights
•TV & VCR Carts
•Miscellaneous Tables and Cabinets
•Student Desks and Chairs
•Child's Guitar
•Claseiroom Dividei on Wheels
•arlisc Sports Equipment
•Misc Student Classroom Boots
•Velucles. 1987 Ford Truck I35.452e miles), 1992
Ford Taurus 190,504+miles 0993 Ford
Truckt133.792+ miles', 1995 Chevroiet School
Beer 269,935...miles,
•Other Mi. Items
The auction will be conducted on August 3. 2011) to
begin at 4,00 p m at Murray High School. 1800
Sycamore Street Vehicles will sell at 5.00 p m All
items sold "as is" and all sales are FINAL Any
ingumee should be directed to Dr Tom Rendek or
Tem Dick at (2701 753-4363

THE Murray Ledger &
Times considers its
sources reliable. tut
inaccuracies do °Carr
Readers using Ihie
information do so at
their own risk Although
persons and companies mentioned herein
are believed to be reputable. The Murray
Ledger & Times. nor
any of its employees
accept any responsibility whatsoever for their
activities

NOTICE
Advertisers are
requested to check
the first insertion of
their ad for any error.
Murray Ledger &
Times will be responsible for only one
he Place to Start.... incorrect insertion.
Any error should be
Murray Ledger & TimeS reported immediately
so corrections can
(270I753-1916
be made.

GET THIS IXI
AD FOR ONLY
$75.00 PER
MONTH
CALL 753-1916

TAKING-ORDERS for
Peaches & Cream
Honey Select Sweet
Corn. $3 a Baker's
Dozen. Larry --ticker
Farrn's. 270-489-2477

"YLBSCRIBL.

Lost and Found

JUST give us a call.
yvell be glad to help,
Your loved one we II
try to find
'Cause we all have
Furry or Feathered
Friends Here at the
Ledger & Times

Call 753-1916

DISCLAIMER
When aesessing the
help 'hunted- section
on our classifieds
uebpage at
murrayledger cont.
toil will be rediret ted
to Jobnensork tont
By default.
Nlurray and lot al Joh
listings u ill appear on
this isehsite
lioueser. its national
uebstte. not all listings
on the iohnetw
s om
are plased through
the Murray Ledaer
& Time, Please tall
us it sou hose JI1%,
questions regarding
the Muria, .11C.1
job listing, Thank ,ou

DRIVER with CDL to
pull mobile homes.
good deving record
required. no experience necessary. 2931244 or 293-1837

Sirloin Stockade- Now
Hiring, Full Time Meat
Cutter Experience preferred. Apply in person
WAREHOUSE person
needed Full-Time.
must have drivers
license. heavy lifting
required. Please apply
in person at Paint Plus
Flooring (270)7594979

CHRISTOPHER'S
COINS at Trend-nTreasures e Heart of
Hazel We appraise
estates and buy cans
Joe Fuhrmann 27°753-4161
For Sale: Refrigerator
$125. Washer $150. 4Wheeler $875. Pusher
Mower $25.
Call 270-753-7991 or
270-226-9001
TANNING Bed, Sun
Dash. Endurance 416
110 volt. 16 bulbs. like
new condition Alvarz
Guitar,
Japanese
made. model 5025.
made
in
1978,
perfecteike new condibon. case included
270-753-7492 or 27°748-6954

Murray Woman's Clinic has an opening for a
full-time LPN If you are expenenced. have a
great personality, and enioy a fast paced work
environment, send or bring your resume and
cover letter to our office. We offer competitive
salary medical insurance and a 401K No
phone calls. please

Mattress Sale
Close Outs
Overstocks
Factory Seconds

Murray Woman's Clinic
305 S 8th St
Murray, KY 42071
An Equal Opportunity Employer

270-767-1900
702 N 12th St
Murray

A local specialty contractor is seeking to
employ a aualified candidate with general
administrative expenence. Strong Excel and
Microsoft Word skills are required. Applicants
must possess organizational skills and the
ability to multi-task and meet deadlines
Applicants must be detail oriented and capable
of writing professional reports All applicants
must be hardworking and self-motivated
individuals with a positive attitude Full-time
position with medical.retirement.
holiday. and vacation benefits EOE
Send Resumes to. P. 0 Box
1040-B. Murray, KY 42071

FULL OH PART time
housekeeping. Murray
Plaza Lodge Apply in
person atter 7:00PM.
No phone calls.

ClUI2NOS Sub now hiring for a Shift Manager.
Must be able to woric
nights and weekends.
Management experience required. Apply in
person after 1:00 PM at
1203 Chestnut Street,
Murray, Kentucky.

BERMUDA
Square
B3115 For-Sale. $4.50
Ram 293-5381. 4354098

LPN

Sheet Metal Mechanics
and Apprentices needed for local HVAC company
Sheet
Metal
Mechanics must hold a
current
Kentucky
Journeyman License
and be EPA certified
Tools required Salary
based on expenence.
Company benefits and
retirement
package.
Send resume or pickup
application at Randy
Thornton Co.
802
Chestnut St. Murray.
KY No phone calls
please

PRACTICAL
Dental
Assisting:
Registration is now
open_ Class beans on
Sept.
11,
2010.
Classes are scheduled
on Saturdays for 11
weeks. Allowing you to
keep your present lob,
while you gain skills for
a rewarding career
Most Dental Assistants
have evenings, weekends and holidays off.
Information
and
Registration
forms
available
at
www.bohledental.com
or call our office 270442-0256. Financing
available. Enrollment

8tt Custom
Trestle
Table with 8 Arm
Chairs, painted solid
oak, exceilent condition.
$1.200
&
Whirlpool HE sport
duet. with pedestals,
2yrs
old,
asking
$1 400 Call 270-7592153

Welding Instructor (permanent ftili-time; 10 5
months MINIMUM SALARY: $40.194
Location: Murray/Calloway Area Technology
Center. Teaches occupational perparatory
classes within a career & technical education
program, and performs other duties as required.
Minimum Requirements: Must hold the Rank
In Kentucky teaching certificate in the subiect
area to be taught (Welding) OR Must hold a
Kentucky Staternent of Eligibility in the subiect
area to be taught (Welding) OR 4 years of
appropriate work expenence. two of which must
be within the last 5 years. AND must AWS or
be able to obtain by end of school year
To Apply: Please submit an updated. signed
application to. Dennis Harper.1800 Sycamore
Street. Murray, KY 42071. Applications may be
obtained from the School (270-753-1870), or
online at:
httseekytech.ky.gov/applicationeforeemplovment _ 1 51 b.doc
Applications must be received by July 31, 2010
to be considered for an interview. Applicant will
De notified if selected for an interview.
EQUAL EDUCATION 8
EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITIES
MiED

T obtain this information in a language other than English, call ,270/ 762
":

80

VI.SA

010

Being the same property conveyed to Michael Fox and wife. Kary L Fox, from
Kenneth H Pruitt. and wife. Janette Pruitt. by deed dated November 22, 20(46. of
record in Book 671. Page 6243, in the office of the Clerk of the Calloway County
',wet

,986*
Olk rig

Ali

NCYTICE OF SALE

MICHAEL FOX. alWa MICHAEL S. FOX, KARY LYNN FOX. ark./a KARY L. FOX,
COMMONWEALTH OF KENTUCICY - FINANCE AND ADMINISTRATION CABINET.
DEFENDANTS

/F

171,
07

Legal
Notice

Murray Store & Lock Unit 15A rented to Tina
Faughn, Unit 13B. Una 25A MBC Storage Unit
45 rented to James Sugrue.

VS

*

..... CLASSIFIED AD RATES .....Oki.'

Public Notice
Calloway County Board of Education
Notice of Non-Discrimination

NOTICE OF SALE

.IASON E. MUNDAY, U.S. BANK
NATIONAL ASSOCIATION ND

liASE HOME FINANCE LLC

W

Reel Estate
LAMA Proper',
Lots aor Sae
Lots For Rem
Firms For Sate
Auricle
Horne* For Sets
Motorcycles & ATV s
Auto Pans
Span 'Reny Sea.cles
Used Cars
V.v.%
used Trucks
Campers
Rows & Motors
Seav.ces Offered
Free Column
Tobacco & Supping*

010
Lattlal
Notice

COMMONWEALTH OF KENTUCKY
CO1JRT OF JUSTICE
CALLOWAY CIRCUIT COURT
Civil Action No 09-C1-00524

COMMONWEALTH OF KENTUCKY
COURT OF JUSTICE
CALLOWAY CIRCUIT COURT
Civil Action No. 09-CI-00520

000 Miles,
lible, 6-Speed
nual Shift.
Radio.
k. #CP864

430
435
440
446
450
455
460
470
480
445
490
495
SOO
510
520
5,13
563
510

To Place Your Ad Call the Classified Department at 753-1916 ask for Ashley
Morris or Carrie Stephenson
or stop by our office at 1001 Whitnell Ave. — Office Hours: Monday-Friday
8:00 a.m.-5:00 p.m. • Fax: 753-1927

Being in all respects the same property' conveyed to Jason E Monday by Deed
friar. Lonnie D McElwain and Danielle S McElwain, dated
Apnl 22, 2003, of
record in Book 484, Page 275. in the office of the Clerk of the Calloway County
Court.

,000 Miles.
Irome Wheels,
ad Windows,
ed Cover.
#GT0190A

Fewn Equipment
Merry Equopment
SPOrls Erlowetent
Firewood
14.1•441
Mobile Home Lots For Ss*
lectele Homes For Ssis
WON Homes For Rent
WOW Morn* Lots For Rent
Elueinesa Rentslit
Apartments For Rent
Rooms For Rent
Houses For R&M
Stone@ Rentals
Commercial Prop.
,
/
?Ws 4 Suppe.
Lorestock & Supple*
Public Sale
Land For Rent or Leese

WASHER 8 dryer.
motor home. Case
tractor, real estate lots
Will consider trades
753-4:09, 227-1546

rialAPPN—

LARGE
IELECTIEIN
USED AINNLANCES
WARD-ELKINS

' 605 E South 17th St
(nO)753:1713

The City of Murray has the
following Job opportuntty
FIRE CHIEF
Salary range
$47.124 - $80,989
Appiy at veveiv.murrayky.gov or
City Hall, 104 N. 5th Street,
Murray. Kentucky. 42071.
Deadline for receiving applications.
5:00 p.m. Tuesday, August 3. 2010
The City of Murray is an Equal
Opportunity Employer.

VI 11

Ill 6 1 I

MDM COMPUTERS
Service-Sales
Repairs.Upgrades
759.3556

160
Home Furnishings
RECLINER.
$40
Loveseat, $90 Must
sell 489-2544 leave
message
220
Musical

PIANO lessons for
children age 5-teens
$10 00 per 30 minute
lesson Contact Kristin
(731)336-1787

Find out what's
happening
this summer...'

140
Want to Buy

subscribe to Me

ANTIOUES. Call Larry
753-3633

MURRAY
BUYING
Junk cars. trucks and
tractors 436-5235.
227-6004
BUYING old pocket
knives and corn collections. 293-6999.
CASH paid for
good. used guns
Benson Sporting
Goods. 519 S 12th.
Murray
GOOD
use
stove.
refrigerator aic unit,
and storm windows
753-4109

LEDGER&TDIES
I

Home Delivery
3 mo.
S30.00
6 mo.
....-.355.00
1 vr
$105.00

Rest of KliaN
370-50
-.590.00
--3120.00

Check

535.00
$63.00

a

3110•00

All Other Mail
Subscriptions
mo.
$75.00

14..hanan,

3 mo
6 ino
I yr.

a

Local Mail
3 mo....-6 mo.
I yr.

6 mo.
I

Money Order

Visa

$96.1311
$145.019
Mit'

Name
I St Address

RETIRED MILITAR`r
SPOUSE
SEEKING
HOUSES TO CLEAN
270-227-4502
WILL clean houses
or offices
Reasonabie rate-s.
270-978-2194

2006
Fleetwood
Camper Trailer. Used
10 hours, generator
electric start. Hobart
commercial m,xer 50Ib
propane tank. full. 270978- 1 926

Cay _

_

I State_

_

Zip

Daytime Ph
Mail this coupon with payment to
Murray Ledger & Times
P.O. Box 1040
Murray, KY 42071
Or call t2701 753-1916
a

CLASSIFIEDS

At • SS ednesdat. JO 28, 21/III

Murray Ledger & limes
services Offered

905 Sycamore Street. Murray, KY
Priced For Immediate Sale at $138,000
Lease. Lease Purchase With Owner
Financing May Be Available
7 office/secretary

rooms plus kitchen. dining room & bath
Approx. 1.950 sq. ft.

Contact Jerry or LoveIla McConnell
(270)753-4129
Cell (270)293-0230 or
(270)703-2191

BEAc

Cottage-Farm -House
OP
35/acres.
Completely restored,
2BR. 2BA, carport.
detached garage. concrete drive. No inside
pets. $1.200(mo, furnished. Available 0901 2010.
270-2278225. Reterences A
Must.

)
-11-ORAGIIEE
All S'ze Units • Climate Cont
24
,
7Surveillance • Electricity
812 Whitnell Ave.

753-31153

10 X 10 and 10 X 20
Lights and Electricity
24/7 Surveillance
1900 N. 12th St.
Behind murray Business Center

753-2905
270
Mobile Homes For Sale]
"OWNER Finance"
3BR i 2BA. 1 acre,
„. $3.950 down. $495dno
2220 Wrather Rd..
Almo
, 4615)397-3171

2BR $285
753-6012

No cats

HAZEL Apartments
Now taking applications for 1 & 2br units.
Rent based on income.
Mobility
impairment
accessible.
Phone:
492-8721.
Mon
&
Thurs
10-12am. TDD No.
1-800-648-6056. Equal
Housing Opportunity.
NICE 2B.,1BA Duplex in
Hazel, C/H/A, all appliances, privacy fence
yard. lease, ref + dep.
No pets. $400.00. 7531059

N4CE 2 bedroom. no
pets. 753-9866

Nice 2BR
Duplex,
upsatirs. WO, no pets.
414 N. 8th. $400 270227-8627

1
2br apts. nea
dbvintown
Murray
-ease and deposit
equired. 753-4109.
1BD, 1BA Apt. $350
mo.
2BD, 1BA Townhouse
$485 mo.
270-753-7559
1BR, price reduced,
various
locations.
Coleman
RE 7539898.
2 bedroom. all appliances,
Cambridge
area. 293-6968
2BR spacious apartment. Utilities furnished. non smoking.
no pets. $575/mo.
$425 deposit
4BR. C/I-VA, all appliances_ Coleman RE
753-9898
ist Fun Mo Rent Free
Calloway Garden
Essex Dow ns
Apartments
I so5 Diuguld 1)riye
!RH & 2B13
270-753-8556
IDB I -800-545-1833
Ext. 283 .4,
a F pual
BEAUTIFUL
2BR,
1BA, bath duplex. All
appliances furnished,
Spacious storage in the
rear. Just minutes from
MSU. $525/mo 270753-3018 for more
information.
DUPLEX for rent all
appliances. 767-9948.
For Lease Large 3813.
?BA. 1 car garage 1
year lease. no pets
$800 Trio
deposit.
270-293-5427
LARGE 3BR apt.
newly remodeled on
campus. C/H A. W&D.
$550 water. sewage F.
trash furnished_ no
pets 293-3710 293
4600

NICE 2BR, duplex with
carport. No pets. 270227-7414

G&C
STORAGE and
PROPANE
119 E. Main
(270) 753-6266
Cell: (270) 293-4183
9 a.m. - 4 p.m. M-F

NOW LEASING
1, 2 & 3bedroorn Apts
We accept Section
8 vouchers
Apply at Mur-Cal Apts
902 Northwood Dr
Monday,
Wednesday. Friday
Phone 759-498,
1
Equal Housing
Opportunity
TDD #1-800-648-6056

1BR
cabin
$425
deposit, $465 monthly.
Includes al! utilities and
cable_ No pets. 4362619
1BR on KY lake. Den.
sunporch. deck. 2 car
garage, stove, refrigerator. wrcl. C/H/A $300
deposit.
$450/mo
Cats OK 270-436.5469

1850 St. Rt. 1215
Murray. KY 42071
270-753-5562
J&L RENTALS
MINI-STORAGE
720 S. 41'H ST.
(wrier of i 21 s. & (.1endalr
IOW S25 10%15 S40
4270143n-2524
(2701293-6906
PREMIER
MINISTORAGE
*Inside climate control
storage
*Security alarmed
*Safe & clean
•We sell boxes'
•We rent U-Hauls
753-9600
Pets & Supplies

SHIH Tzu puppies 2females. 1-male. first
shots. wormed. 6wks.
old, $200.
978-5375.
Shih-Tzu
puppies
AKC.
CKC,
male female
$250$350
270-251-0310
evenings
Real Estate
MW,I,

Udger 6A
0

AT,' /J.

soo“,

2BR. 4171 Radio Rd
$350 + deposit. No
pets. 270-753-8582 or
270-227-1935

Need bi piaci' all dri?
Cell us we will be
glad to help.

Murray Ledger

Times

270-753-1916

Cali owner at 753-1370 or 227-3483

24 Noun sanvoct

FUTRELL'S Tree
Service
Trimming,
removal.
stump grinding, firewood Insured 4892839

•••Owner Finance•••
Craftsman Style Home.
Detached Garage with
Outbuilding. 3 Bed 1
Bath 1536 Almo Rd
Almo KY. $2950 Down.
$675 Month.
Call
Ruthie 270-753-2222
1209 Doran Road. 1/2
acre comer lot. Doran
& Melrose. 2 FL. 3 BR
3 BA. 2300 sq ft,
remodeied & updated,
2
&
1(2
car
garage/workshop, 2
car carport, large front
& back porch, trees &
extensive landscaping.
See
at
ad
http nfoTube.net/218
575. 5185.000. (270)
759-2548 Shown by
appointment only.
2009 Brick Home. 2300
SO FT. Living Space.
3BR. 2BA, 1 Acre &
Double Garage, SunRoom. Hilltop View.
1/2Mole to Murray_ City
Water & Gas. By
Owner $149,000. 27°519-8570
3bedrooms. 2 baths,on
1 ac Beautiful Oak
Cabinets and a 26X43
Detached garage Just
$105.000

Totally
remodeled
home in great neighborhood, 3Bedrooms,
2 baths, Brick, Just
beautiful inside and
out 5134,900
Call Campbell Realty
270-759-8780

3BR. 1F3A, with large
shop. Nonh of Murray.
753-0531.
FSBO: 3BD, 2BA Brick
Home, great location,
north of Murray. 51
acre lot City Water,
Sewer, Gas, fenced
backyard. new roof &
new stainless appliances. 12ft ceilings.
large garage. C/H/A,
$175.000
270-8739766
TO view all homes in
Calloway County go to
campbeilrealty.com

Nei* 24
Bedroom homes in
Ri5erfield Estates.
SBG Real Property
Professionals

293-7872
PRICE
REDUCED
New Home 3BR, 2BA,
2-Car Garage. Cath
Ceilings,
Concrete
Drive, Covered Front
Porch, Patio 270-2103781. 270-559-2032
470
Motorcycles ATV 5

2008 Kawasaki Vulcan
900CC, 1.100 miles.
$5.000. Call 270-2279518
2008
Roketa
250
Scooter. Great condition. $1.000. Call 2937252
2002 Harley Davidson
Duce. 12,xxximiles. A+
Bike. Cal! 270-978(1318
Used Cars

HOLLAND
AUMRSALES
We Finance

01
Red
Chevy
Cavalier
Coupe.
78,000 miles. good
mechanical & body
condition. New tires &
battery. $2,500. 2274310.
nthoelt22@hotmail co

Services Offered
•

L&M
LAWN SERVICE
Mowing, Manicuring
Landscaping &
Leaf Vacuuming
Satisfaction guarani

753-1816

A-1 Lamb's
Professional Tree
Service Insured
753-TREE (8733)

270-293-5624

Vinyl siding
WWI sidinij.Brick • Concrete
Decks• Fence

(270)227-6160

MITCHELL
BROS.
PAVING

6" Continuous Gutters
Garage Door Sales
& Maintenance

•Cornmercial &
Residential

..A4lhait Install •

Owner:
Greg Mansfield

Maintenanci
40 yrs experience

(270)293-84140

(270)759-0501
HALL'S WASTI

ANDRUS Excavating
and Septic Systems
Dozer, back hoe, and
work
hoe
track
Installation and repair
on septic systems
Now offering septic
tank pumping. Ma;or
credit cards accepted.
978-0404
APPLIANCE REPAIR
SERVICE & PARTS
(2701 293-8726 OR
759-5534
Chuck Van Buren

759-1151 • 293-2783
293-2784
Hamilton Ldianite
& Marble

753-8087
!,

(270) 227-2831

NIL:rdo, F. • 241 1 - 2:

CLARK'S
\(' kKI.:
.1
coi :1-4,01cm •
iirte,..T..6emu,•
tyLpondire;
•-• 1 alwi Xeo.,
27111 227- 13)514

270-753-2279

Lvents

MURRAY
Power
Wash
Commercial
Residential. Vinyl siding, sidewalks, driveways, dnve through's.
parking
lots,
gum
removal. Etc. Fully
Licensed & Insured
293-7063 or 293-7022.

3301 St. Rt 121N.

Pasing. Sealcoating•
&Mauling
TONI''142 WIS

CLOUD NINE
PHOTOGRAPHY
J•Couples
*Engagement
•IiVeddings
..Childred irFamih
•Pet0Special

MOVVING
and
Trimming small to
large Dependable, reliable gutters, mulch.
shrubs tnmmed, hauing. 11 years experience Steven 767-9178
or 978-7002

MANA,GEMFN 1
• AceA,,
;••.. pi,kups
• localb. owned/operated

TRAVIS
ASPHALT

CHASE Futrell LawnCare. 8yrs. exp. 2938814

(270)489-2580
(270)832-1451
YEARRY'S
Service. Free
mates. Phone
2562. 227-0267

Tree
esti436-

560
Free Column
FREE seasoned oak
and maple firewood.
You haul. 753-0033.

Wiater DarnageS Floors
Braces & Floor Joists
Remo:tering & Flumbing

Need to fax
your ad?
Our number is

731-247-5422
270-293-2643

We:
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Free Estimates

FREE to good home
male. Chocolate Lab
994-1595
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„ All Your ,

Roofing Needs

Sucloku is a number-pracing puzzle based on a 9x9 gnd
several given numbers The obrect IS to place the numracrs t
in the empty squares so that each row. each column and each
3x3 box contains the same number only once. The deficully Icaci
or the Conceptis Sudoku increases from Monday to Sunday

Conceptis SucloKu

2 9

WILKERSON
ROOFING

David's Home
Improvement
LI(

WO Do InsuranCe WC,
k
sa 8 HastAiara Acoectea

LAWN Care Service
Reasonable
rates
starting at $15. 270
753-2405. 270-978.
2441

SUDOKU
4
3
7

•

born
of N
ing.
Answer to previous puzzle
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4
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9
1
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4
5
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Horoscope
HAPPY
BIRTHDAY
for
Thursday, Juiy 29, 2010:
This year, you remain direct
but tuned in, especially to
partners, loved ones and
Close associates. You might
question just how much you
can or want to give. We all
have limits. including you.
Make saying "no" OK. If you
are single, realize that you
are as attractive as you are.
You don't need to lure otherS.
If you are meant to relate to
someone, it will happen. A
close bond becomes an
increasing possibility. If you
are attached, the two of you
open up to new vistas. The
more give-and-take in your
bond, the more exhilarating it
will become. PISCES understands perhaps more than
you would like him or her to.

*** Use your instincts with
someone who can be quite
annoying. Tune in to a conversation with a child or loved one.
Don't ignore this person.
Extremes hit out of the blue.
You could be juggling a lot of
different concerns. Tonight: Let
go, and take some much-needed personal time.

TAURUS (April 20-May 21)
***** Listen to forthcoming
news involving another person

43 acres. Hwy. 1346
Dexter. Across from
Jeffrey
Cemetery.
year
Fenced
with
around water and pole
barn. $89.900. Cali
Chuck 753-1323 ext.
120

436-5141 A-AFFORDABLE Hauling. Clean
out garages. gutters
junk & tree work_

Simmon s Hanclymar
& Carpentry Service
Over 25 years Call
Don, Murray area
519-8570
THE Murray Ledger 8.
Times considers its
sources reliable. but
inaccuracies do occur
Readers using this
information do so at
their own risk Although
persons and cornea
noes mentioned herein
are believed to be reputable. The Murray
Ledger & Times nor
any of its employees
accept any responsibility whatsoever for their
activities

MILLS & SON
PRESSURE
WASHING

PICK UP

n7.4si

1-270-227-0587
All carpentry construction. Additions, remodming, sagging rotten
floors, decks, home &
mobile home repair.
Larry Nimmo
753-2353

ARIES (March 21-April 19)

Acreage

kes , Com & Ind
Licen•ed & Insured
- hig or small
All

hollandmMorsales.com
270-753-4461

The Stars Show the Kind of
Day You'll Have: 5-Dynamic;
4-Positive; 3-Average; 2-Sosc3i 1 -Difficult

3BR house, stove DNV.
refrigerator. WD hookup, C/H/A. $650,mo,
mo. deposit, 1 year
lease, no pets. 270753-2259 or 270-5278174
4BR.
1624
W/D.
Hamilton.
$700/mo,
next to MSU. 270-753°606
ALL New Furnished
3BR. 2BA. utilities
included with cost_
Open floor plan Walk
across the street to
Murray State Classes.
Need info & pictures
270-703-0703

Hill Electric
sin,, 19m,

Services °tiered

I

DOG Obedience
270)436-2858
Pure Bred American Pit
Bull Terrier Pups. Born
June
12,
2010.
Excellent BloodLines.
Red/Red Nose. ADBA
Registered. Call (731)
479-3915

430

Downstairs- Living Room. den, kitchen, 2132.
siudy, 2-12BA.Upstairs- Master BR. Living Room.
2BR 2BA. 2 car garage. spacious yard

3Bedrooms, One Batn
close to the hosiptal.
Oversized lot, Great
starter home or rental
$69,900

Apartments For Rent

possibly-3BR.
2BR.
private lot, nice location.
$40Tmo.
-, $400,deposit. Available
8/01
293-89/34

•

A&F Warehousing
Near MSU $20-50
753-7668

KEY MINI
WAREHOUSES
_1

FREE

1214 Dogwood Dr. Murray

YOUR AD
COULD BE
HERE FOR
ONLY $75.00
A MONTH
cALL 753,1916

753-9562

FOR SALE OR LEASE
PRIME COMMERCIAL OFFICE BUILDING

I [

and perhaps an important
friendship. You can make
peace and come up with
unusual ideas, only to have a
group consensus toss chaos
back in. Tonight: Where the
action is.

GEMINI(May 22-June 20)
*** Stay on top of your
game. Understanding evolves
to a new level as you discover

by Jacqueline Bigar
what
needs
to
happen.
Dealings with loved ones could
become difficult. Tonight: A
force to be dealt with.
CANCER (June 21-July 22)
**** Your creativity emerges

around domestic matters or
your home. Listen to feedback
from someone you trust Take
advantage of an opportunity
that drops on you out of the
blue. Someone needs to
understand where you are
coming from. Verbalize: talk.
Tonight: Eye the total picture.
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22)
***** You sizzle and open
up talks and conversations.
Others might have a hard time
understanding the generosity
of spirit that marks your
actions. Still. don't overdo it.
Tonight:
Maximizing
the
moment ... as only you can.
VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
**** Learn to work with the
powers that be. which could
constantly change from one
person to another Investigate
possibilities more frequently. as
there seems to be a changeable factor within your ciicle -professional
personal.
or
Tonight. Revise your thinking.
LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22)
*** Mars. the fiery planet of
energy, anger and sex, moves
into your sign. In the next few
weeks, somehow you manage
to manifest several. but perhaps not all. Martian elements.
Focus this energy on your
work. and achieve much more
of what you desire right now.
Tonight: Whirling through your
day.
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21)
***** Your innate creativity
peaks. Though you might apply
it to any issue in your life.
squeeze in some humor and
laughter. A meeting could spotlight a new supporter, and perhaps an admirer. Use care with
this person. Tonight. Use some
of that imagination.

SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec.
21

more at the big picture in the
coming months. You could gain
enormous understanding into
you and others. Tonight: Your
treat.
PISCES (Feb. 19-March 20)
***** Revel in the dynamic
energy and change within a
partnership. If someone seems
to be picking a fight, he or she
probably is. You might need to
go through this process of
anger in order to get to a resolution. Tonight: Others will follow your lead.

**** You will zero in on what
you want in the next few
weeks. If you feel limited right
now, don't worry -- you are
about to change the shape of
your shackles. This experience
is necessary to further your
long-term desires. Tonight:
Mosey on home.
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan.
19)
**** Keep talking and don't
slam any doors. You are driven
and will demand a lot in the
next few weeks. Investigate BORN TODAY
what has happened behind the Singer Geddy Lee (1953).
scenes. Go for what you want. politician
Elizabeth
Dole
understanding you might need (1936). Italian dictator Benito
to handle different factors. Mussolini (1883)
Tonight. Hang out.
•••
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18) Jacqueline Bigar is on the
*** Curb a more possessive Internet at wvvw.jacquelinebiside that keeps emerging. It garcom.
simply doesn't become the (c) 2010 by King Features
freedom-loving Aquarian. Look Syndicate Inc.

AAR

t__

TH
IN

Olher. male. tour months,
Dornestn: Short Hair - Gray and
White INtor I

SaLssafra.s. female. fix e months.
Australian Cattle Dog/Blue Tickle!
!Mod

SHELTER HOURS: MON.FRI. 10 AM-4 PM • SAT. 10 AM•3 PM

I-,

niiirt•

iint.ti

County Animal
at (2:01759-4141

Aturra5-Calloway

;•

Shelter •

Murray I.edger & Times
array Ledger & I tines

[

Looking Back

630

Ten years ago

Swv""etwed
1
Simmon s Handymar
Carpentry Service
Over 25 years Cad
Don, Murray area
519-8570
THE Murray Ledger &
Times considers its
sources reliable. but
inaccuracies do occur
Readers using this
information do so at
their own nsk Atthough
persons and compa
rues mentioned herein
are believed to be reputabie, The Murray
Ledger Si Times. nor
any of its employees
accept any responsibility whatsoever for their
activities.

WILKERSON
ROOFING
All Your
Roofing Needs
Free Estimates'
(270)489-2580
(270)832-1451
YEARRY'S
Service
Free
mates Phone
2562, 227-0267

Tree
esti436-

Free Coluiron
FREE seasoned oak
and maple firewood
You haul 753-0033
FREE to good home
male, Chocolate I ah
994-1595

Need to fax
your ad?
Our number is

Independent produier Gary
Westphalen films local coffinmaker Roy Davis as he con-

tructs a special coffin that will
he used in the upcoming program "The Misdiagnosis of
Death," which will be aired on
The Leariing Channel later this
year
Mrs. Inez H. Claxton of
Murray' will be honored at a
reception in celebration of her
95th birthday. Hosts will be
her children.
Recent births reported include
a boy to Crystal and James
Barney.
Twenty. years ago
Renovations and new. construction at Murray's Ryan Milk
Plant are nearing completion,
according to Gary Flickinger.
president, who said the work
should double the planes storageand production capabilities.
Published is a picture of the
Calloway County High School
varstiy cheerleaders for the
1990-91 school year. They are
Christy Clayton. Tammy Borgarding, Amy Torsak, Tyra Gamble. Tonya Bogard. Ginger
Adams. Tobie Mays, Robin Dick
and Linda Thweatt.
Births reported include a girl
to George and Cynthia White
and a girl to Betty and Ricky.
Hobbs.
Thirty years ago
Billy G. Morgan of Benton
and Sara Page of Paducah were
sworn in as regents of Murray
State University by Patsy Dyer.
board secretary. They were both
appointed to four-year terms by
Gov. John Y. Borwn, Jr.
Murray South Little League
All-Stars beat Hopkinsville No.
3 Team 8 to 5 to stay alive in
the double elimination baseball
tournament at Madisonville.
Murray pitcher v..as Bobby Pee-

bles
Forty years ago
Published is a picture showing the large crov.d that jammed
the sidewalks of the hist day
of the Sidewalk Sale. sponsored
by Murray-Calloway County.
Chamber of Commerce. The
photo v.ras by Staff Photogropher Gene McCutcheon.
Births reported include a boy
to Mr and Mrs Douglas Luffman, a boy to Mr. and Mrs.
Robert Houston, a girl to Mr.
and Mrs. Wallace Swan. a girl
to Mr. and Mrs. Dwain Gibbs,
a boy to Mr. and Mrs. Jimmy
O'Bryan and a girl to Mr. and
Mrs. Richard Stone.
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Lewis
will be married 65 years July
30.
Fifty years ago
The contract offered by Murray Manufacturing Company to
its employees was accepted
today at a meeting at 2 p.m.
at the Calloway County courthouse. The union membership
advised that the contract be
approved.
Births reported include a boy
to Mr. and Mrs. John Mack
Carter.
Sixty years ago
The Calloway County Fair
opened yesterday and will continue through Friday, according
to E.B. Howton. fair manager.
Everett Jones was presented
a plague for his 10 years of
service with Happy Valley District Scouts at a meeting at
Benton. Jones. of Murray. has
resigned as a district commissioner.
Births reported include a boy
to Mr. and Mrs. W.A. Cunningham, a boy to Mr. and
Mrs. Robert Vance, a boy to
Mr. and Mrs. J.T. Tidwell and
a boy to Mr. and Mrs. J.W.
Redden.

COMICS / FEATURES
Woman with cancer shouldn't
waste time on hateful mom
DEAR ABBY: My. 89-yearold mother has always been difficult She nig only never loved
me, she treated me as if she didn't like MC. either. She told me
she didn't send me a birthday
card on my. birthday- last month

because "What was a supposed
to say -- what a 'wonderful' person you are '"
My children
visibly
winced when
they heard her
say it and
worked extrahard to make
sure my day
was special.
Abby,
I
have cancer.
My prognosis
is questionBy Abigail
able. I was
Van Buren
supposed to
have been dead seven years ago
-- but I'm managing. My problem is, I recently was told that
my mother has been keeping in
touch with a single friend of mine
from years ago. and they. are making plans for her to marry my
husband when I die! A few other
so-called "friends* are in on this.
This last betrayal is incredibly
hurtful. Where do I go from here?
J.C. IN CALIFORNIA
DEAR IC.: Where do you
go from here? As far away- from
your toxic mother as possible -and on to a long, and hopefully
complete. remission!
•••
DEAR ABBY: My. daughter
arid I2-year-old grandson “Patnck"
visit me on Sundays. Patrick watches TV in my office.
I was recently looking at the
history on my. Web browser after
he had been there. and I noticed
that Patrick had been visiting free
pom sites and chat rooms on my
computer.
I am disappointed thai he has
been looking at pornography and
that he has put my computer at
risk for viruses. etc. Should I talk

Dear Abby

Mednesday, July 28. 2010- 5B

How much sleep is
enough?

to his parents? To him? Or should
I ignore it and disable my computer when he
-- GRANDMA ON ALERT

DEAR DR. GOTT: My wile
arid I go to bed at about the sarne
time eve;-)
.. night. I never get a
full seven hours of uninterrupted
sleep. and most often awaken in
less than five hours I try to gei
back to sleep, but it seems to
take hours to
accomplish
this. I know
I often see the
sun beginning
to
peek
through our
curtains
at
around 5:30
a.m.. but I
also know I
do eventually'
fall
back
asleep. however briefly.
By
Dr. Peter Gott because when
I eventually
awaken again, I realize I've been
dreaming. My left hip arthntis
doesn't help. Are these two-plus
hours worth anything? Or am I
just as well off getting up and
reading during that time?
DEAR READER: The amount
of sleep people require vanes greatly. In large part, it depentis on
age. health and physical and mental activity.
Many people tend to awaken
sooner than they would like to
because of issues, recent events
or medications they- might be taking. For example, there's the overdue report, the unifortn or slacks
that must be picked up ai the
cleaners. coordination with a neighbor for tran:sportation to a function. the dentist appointment.
brakes on the car that should be
checked or yard work. A person
may fall into bed in sheer exhaustion. only to awaken at a most
inopportune time attempting to
resolve half the major issues that
lie ahead.
For some, there's the diuretic
your doctor prescribed. It's dark.
everyone else is sleeping. and
you. by necessity. must trudge out

DEAR GRANDMA: You
should do all three -- so that
Patrick's parents can make certain that when he uses a computer ai home he can be sui crvised,
And if the parents haven't yet had
"the talk" oith their son, suggest
they place it at thc top of their
agenda
•••
DEAR .ABBY: 1 am 20. newly
married and very happy' with my
new husband. 1 didn't tell my
father when I got married, he just
found out. When I moved out
four months ago to live with my
fiance and his parents. I also didn't tell Dad I was engaged.
Dad called me to ask if it was
true that I had gotten married.
01 course I said yes. and he got
very angry. He asked if I was
pregnant and I told him no. Then
he wished me luck with my husband. said we were on our own
now, and he would be out of my
life'
Abby, I have always been a
daddy's girl. When it came time
to get married. I didn't tell him
because I knew he'd try to stop
me. I love my father and don't
vvant him out of myr life. What
should I do? -- NEWLYWED IN
JACKSON. MICH.
DEAR NEWLYWED: Your
father was extremely hurt by what
you did. When a father loves his
daughter. he looks forward to the
day. he will proudly. walk her
down the aisle, knowing the man
she is marrying will be a stable
partner. When y.ou sneaked off.
you took that away from him. He
may also be upset that the young
man you married isn't financially
independent.
You owe your dad an apology. Write him a letter. explain
ohy you did what you did and
that you love him. It's a step in
the right direction.

Dr. Gott

IMO

270-753-1927

Today In History

Hints From Heloise

By The Associated Press
Today is Wednesday.. July 28,
the 209th day. of 2010. -There are
156 days left in the year.
Today's Highlight in History:
On July 28. 1945. a U.S. Army
bomber crashed into the 79th floor
of New York's Empire State Buildto previous puzzle
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ing, killing 14 people.
On this date.
In 1540. King Henry
chief minister, Thomas Cromwell.
was executed. the same day- Henry
married his fifth wife. Catherine
Howard.
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In 1609, the English ship Sea
Venture, commanded by Admiral
Sir George Somers. ran ashore on
Bermuda, wthere the passengers and
crew founded a colony.
In 1821. Peru declared its independence from Spain.
In 1914, World War I began
as Austria-Hungary declared war
on Serbia.
In 1932, federal troops forcibly
dispersed the so-called "Bonus
Army" of World War I veterans
who had gathered in Washington
to demand money they weren't

scheduled to receive until 1945.
In 1945, the U.S. Senate ratified the United Nations Charter
by a vote of 89-2.
In 1960. Henry Cabot Lodge.
Richard Nixon's choice to be running mate, was nominated for vice
president by the Republican national convention in Chicago.
In 1965. President Lyndon B.
Johnson announced he was increasing the number of Amencan troops
in South Vietnam from 75.000 to
125,000 "almost immediately."
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the big picture in the
'nonths. You could gain
understanding into
I others. Tonight: Your
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Revel in the dynamic
and change within a
hip. If someone seems
:king a fight. he or she
is. You might need to
ugh this process of
order to get to a resoonight: Others will forlead.
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Geddy Lee (1953)
Elizabeth
Dole
Italian dictator Benito

ii (1883)
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KICKING SAND
iN YOUR FACF

Peking
Roa.st

"Take any cut of beef about
3 to 5 pounds. Use a large knife
to cut slits completely through
the meat. Insert slivers of garlic down into the slits. Those
who do not like garlic can use
onions instead. Both may be
used if you wish.
"The Chinese cook did use
both; one onion sliver. and one
garlic sliver. etc.
:Pour I cup of vinegar over
the meat and make sure it runs
down into the little slits where
the garlic and onion buds have
been placed. Put this in your
refrigerator and leave it for 24
to 48 hours.
''When ready. to cook. place
in a big. heavy. pot -- iron if
possible -- and brown in oil
until nearly burned on all sides.
"Pour 2 cups of strong
(brewed) black COFFEE over
the meat. Add 2 cups of water
and cover. Simmer on top of
the stove for four to six hours.
Season with salt and pepper 20
minutes before serving time.
That's all there is to it, gals.
"Another thing. if y.ou cook
your roast too fast or the lid is
not tight enough, you may need
some additional water. This does
not change the taste of your
roast.

Dear
Readers:
Nancy from
FredericksVa..
burg,
recently sent
me a yellowed newspaper clipbY
ping of a
RECIPE my
Heloise
mother. the
original
Heloise, printed in 1962. Boy:,
did it bnng back some memories for me of a tasty pot roast
on Sundays and yummy sandwiches the next day! Here is
the Heloise Peking Roast in mother's voice.
"We were staying at a little
Chine:;e Hotel which served the
most delicious roast beef that I
had ever put in my mouth. One
night the Chinese cook revealed
his secret. Here it is.
"My name for it is 'Peking
Roast.' It is cooked in coffee.
It is terrific. It is not necessary
to use an expensive cut of meat
to make this recipe. For the
roast you may select any cut of
beef.

ACROSS
—
5 Greenhouse buy
8 Collars a croox
12 Flight prefix
13 Hydrocarbon
suffix
14 Type of mitt
15 Schwarzenegger sci-fi
17 Japanese soup
18 Spud st
19 Wildflower habitat
21 Diva — Gluck
24 Clan leader
26 Show how
28 RR terminal
29 Huge container
32 Cog au —
33 Joint problems
35 Freud. to himself
36 Jazz instrument
37 "Where Eagles
Dare" actress
38 — Rabbrn of
country music
i
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40 Desensitize
41 — Downs

(racetrack)
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20 Remove chalk
21 Wheels for the
tieids
22 Han Solo s
love
23 Tailless cat
25 Pallid
27 Visit cher)
29 Second of a
Latin trio
30 Battery fluid
31 Quaker pronoun
34 Kids markers
39 Synthetic lab-
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Heloise(atiHeloise.com
CHEESE MIXING
Dear Heloise: I had just grated a somewhat large amount ot
two different cheeses and needed to inix them, but didn't want
to make a mess on the counter. I took a clean plastic bag.
like what you would find in the
produce section of the store. put
the cheeses in it and shook it.
The two cheeses were mixed
with no mess. Thanks for all
your great hints! -- A faithful
reader in Montana

40 Absurd
42 White House
staffer
43 Breezy
46 Del! neighbor
48 Light tan
49 Saw
54 Cherished
55 Opposite of
"paleo'
56 Needing a
shampoo
57 Run in neutral
58 "Play it again

III

15

a.

'However, don't let the roast
swim as if it were a whale in
the Pacific! Never add more than
1 cup of water at a time after
the mixture has begun to boil
down.
"This recipe is so delicious
that you could serve it to the
Queen of England if she should
walk into your dining room right
now." -- Heloise (1919-1977)
Now that's my mothees voice
and her one-of-a-kind recipe! - Heloise
SEND A GREAT HINT TO:
Heloise
P.O. Box 795000
San Antonio. TX 78279-5000
Fax: 210-HELOISE

Crosswords
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FOR PIRATE

of bed and get to the bathroom
By the time y.ou make the return
trip and get comfortable under
the blankets. you're well aoake
This leads to finding a comfortable position because of your
arthritis. much tossing and turning. and a fervent prayer that you
can catch another 40 winks
You may suffer from insomnia -- difficulty going to and/or
remaining asleep This condition
can cause a person to awaken
several times during the night.
awaken too early. in the nioming
or be unable to fall asleep once
retiring.
You may snore or have sleep
apnea. Snoring will likely be
reported to you by your wife the
next clay. I even have known people who wake themselves up snoring loudly.
Sleep apnea is an obstructive
disturbance caused by the muscles in the back of the throat
relaxing. The disruption will affect
y.our quality of sleep.
Because of the many possibilities. I suggest you make an
appointment with your doctor or
a sleep-disorder specialist. who
can help sort things out. Perhaps
you simply require less sleep than
you once did.
While waiting for an appointment, continue your pattern of retiring for the evening at the same
time your wife does Forfeit all
daytime naps. Eat at a reasonable time so your food can begin
to digest before you climb in bed
Refrain from caffeine in your diet
after 5 p.m. Make sure that your
bedroom is quiet and the tekvision and lights are off before you
get into bed. Then if it becomes
too annoying, keep a book handy
This will either entertain you. put
you back to sleep quickly. or
awaken your wife when you turn
the light on. That translates to
two possible positives mud one
aggravating negative! I wish you
luck.

56
59
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44 Did great
45 Europe-Asia
range
47 MIT grad.
maybe
50 Princess Di's
niece
51 Itinerary word
52 Horror-film
street
53 Do bat*
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Health screening event to be held
in August to celebrate 100 years
Special to the Ledger
in celebration (il I(8) Years of
Murray-Calloway
Caring,
County Hospital and the
Kentucky Cancer Pmgram, with
the help of several local practitioners, are sponsoring a free
men and women's health screening event. The public is invited
to call for an appointment to
take part in Murray-Calloway
County
Hospital's
Health
Screening Event on Saturday,
Aug. 21 from 8-10 a.m. in the
hospital's South Tower. The
Health Screening Event will
highlight a range of Murray
Hospital's services and offer a
variety of free health screenings.
Other medical services, which
work closely with the hospital.
will also be highlighted.
A variety of screenings and
exhibits will be offered. They
include:
Screenings for all
• Free blood pressure
• Free Body Mass Index
(BM1)
• Free blood draw for Lipid
Panel & Glucose Levels
• Free osteoporosis heel
scans
Screenings for men
• Free PSA blood test

• Free digital rectal exam for
prostate screening to be conducted by Dr. H.S. Jackson and
Debbie Wiles, ARNP of Urology
Associates of Murray and Dr.
Steven Trevathan of Trevathan
Urology.
• Free hemoccult test (when
applicable)
Screenings for women
• Free breast exams to be
conducted by Ginger Greene.
ARNP of Cagle and Bailey and
Sherry Freeman, ARNP, Janice
Thurrnond, ARNP, and Kelly
Luskin, ARNP all of Murray
Woman's Clinic.
• Free rectal exams with
hemoccult (optional) to he conducted by women's practitioners
listed above
• Free blood draw to screen
for anemia and thyroid disease
• Option to add a screening
for vitamin D deficiency - $20
(cost minimum of $125 at most
doctor's offices)
Vitamin D deficiency is a
growing world health concern
and has been linked to an
increase risk for bone fracture.
some types of cancer, and many
autoimrnune diseases and can be
easily remedied with proper
replacement.

Education and information
will be provided by' Kentucky
Cancer Program. American
Purchase
Society.
Cancer
District Health Department,
Calloway County ASAP and
Angel's Clinic. Refreshments
will be offered.
This event is targeted for men
and women over the age of 40
who have not already been diagnosed with the conditions that
we are screening for. Men, who
are currently under the care of a
urologist for existing prostate
disease, will not be eligible to
participate in order to allow us
to keep our limited appointment
spaces available for those in
need of this screening.
This screening event will be
located in the South Tower outpatient services area. All attendees should enter through
County
Murray
Calloway
Hospital's main entrance off of
Vine Street.
Screenings will be available
by appointment only. space is
limited. please register by
Monday, Aug. 16. For more
information, or to schedule an
appointment, contact Melissa
Promotions
Ross,
Health
Coordinator at 762-1832.

MCCH holds successful sports physicals
Special to the Ledger
Murray-Calloway County
Hospital, in conjunction with
volunteer physicians and staff,
held its annual Free Sports
Physicals during the month of
July.
The free physicals were held
in the West Entrance of MurrayCalloway County Hospital on
July 10, 17 and 24. The physicals were offered to all athletes
at Murray High and Calloway
County High, as well as Murray
and Calloway County Miotile
Schools. This year, approximately 60 physicians and staff
volunteered to provide the

screenings.
MCCH provides free services
and screenings throughout the
year that provide many community benefits, including free
screenings, seminars, and other
health services, like the Sports
Physicals. that support the families in the community and
reduce their healthcare cost.
During this year's physicals.
542 athletes received free physicals, which typically cost $155
in a physician's office. This
service saved the athletes and
their families over $84,000.
"We are happy to be able to
continue to provide this wonderful service to our young athlete

and the community, and are very
appreciative of the volunteers
who took the time to assist with
the physicals. We look forward
to offering the free physicals
again next year," said Keena
Miller. director of the Center for
Health and Wellness.
Murray-Calloway County
Hospital hosts the physicals

Photo provided

Primary Care Staff display two different heart design T-shirts that were ordered as part of a
fundraiser for the American Heart Association as we are fundraising for the upcoming Heart
Walk in October. One shirt is designed with "Peace, Love Your Heart" and the other says
"Love, Hope, Cure."

More than a yearly check-up
Your WeII-Wornon exam ailows us to screen for o variety of health
problems
Murray Woman's Clinic recommends o WeII-Wornon
exam every yeor
By getting a Well-Womon exam, patients are
more likely to receive early diagnoses of
diseoses that plague women ono their
families,
This is also a good tirne to ask your doctor
about other concerns you may have about
your health.

Preventive care for a longer,
better life.
When Experience Counts,
Count on Guy titstinte of Eye/tenor
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Hendon joins
MCCH staff
Special to the Ledger
Murray-C'alloway County Hospital is pleased to welcome home
Dr. Shane Hendon, Gastroenterologist as a member of the medical
staff at MCCH. He is joining the practice of Purchase
Gastroenterology, along with physicians Dr. Monte Finch. Dr
Ruben Cuadrado and Dr. Anita Torok.
Hendon is originally from Paducah and received his undergraduate degree at Murray State University. He received his medical
degree from the Pikeville College School of Osteopathic Medicine
in Pikeville, Kentucky. and completed his residency in Internal
Medicine and his Fellowship in Gastroenterology at the Universitt
of South Alabama in Mobile.
Hendon is a member of the American Association of tilt.
Kentucky Medical Association, American Medical Association, anti
the Academy of Family Physicians. He is board-certified in Internal
Medicine but will be specializing in Gastroenterology.
In his spare time. he enjoys playing golf and fishing. Hendon, hi,
wife, Robin, and their children, Gabriel and Ansley, have relocated
to Murray.
Hendon has joined Purchase Gastroenterology located at 300
South Eighth St., Suite 182 West in Murray. He will be accepting
patients on Monday, Aug. 2, with office hours of 8 a.m. to 5 p.m.
Monday through Friday. For more information call 759-40(10. Both
he and his fellow physicians at Purchase Gastroenterology, Dr.
Monte Finch, Dr. Ruben Cuadrado. and Dr. Anita Torak, specialize
in providing a full scope of gastroenterology services.

Memphis medical center
will receive $30 million

Accepting New Patients...7 Days A Week!
It's time to go back-to-school! Is your child ready?
Murray Medical Associates, conveniently located in the
Medical Arts Building, offers a full range of convenient
and complete family care to get your child ready

MEMPHIS. Tenn. (AP) ---- The Regional Medical Center at
Memphis is getting $30 million from the state to help the financially' troubled hospital stay afloat.
Shelby County Mayor Joe Ford secured $10 million in emergency

MONDAY - SATURDAY
7:00 AM - 6:00 Pr,../1

funding from county commissioners in January.
The 22-member delegation from Memphis in the General
Assembly' pushed this year for $20 million. They learned a week ago

SUNDAY
1:00 PM - 6:00 PRA

that the state agreed to a three-to-one match in funds, or $30 million.
The Med is the only hospital in the region to provide expensive
specialized services such as bum and trauma care. and a high percentage of its patients lack health insurance.
Patients come from a five-state region within 150 miles of
Memphis. The 370-bed hospital has a $32 million annual shortfall.
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